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Weekend Weather 
Friday and Saturday: A strong wind 
from the right sweeps across America 
and your Forum section, leading to tor¬ 
rential rains over the Bates campus. Flee 
now while you can. Sunday: Same. 
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Casting one’s lot: Bates visits the ballot boxes 
By Quoc Tran and 
Evan Halper_ 
Although public sentiments re¬ 
garding politics are particularly poi¬ 
gnant, a poll taken by The Bates Stu¬ 
dent indicates that less than half of the 
student body actually exercised its 
privilege to vote last Tuesday. Of the 
199 randomly selected students polled 
outside of Commons on Monday 
evening, only 52 percent of the men 
and 42 percent of the women polled 
expressed an intention to vote. Over¬ 
all, only 46 percent of Bates students 
polled indicated that they would be 
casting their ballot either here or at 
their home district (through an absen¬ 
tee ballot). 
Of those students that did vote, 50 
percent did so in Maine and the re¬ 
maining 50 percent voted elsewhere 
via absentee ballot. For the students 
who voted locally, the most popular 
person on the ballot appeared to be 
gubernatorial candidate Jonathon 
Carter of the Maine Green Party. Of 
the students polled, 46 percent indi¬ 
cated they would vote for Carter, in a 
manner characteristic of the strong 
support he received from college cam¬ 
puses statewide. In the end, it was the 
support of college students and other 
young voters that helped Carter gain 
the 5 percent of the vote he needed to 
get his party on the ballot for future 
elections. 
The winner of the race for the 
Blaine House, Independent Angus 
King, did not receive much support 
from students here. He was favored 
by only 14 percent of the students 
polled. His chief rival, Democrat Joe 
Brennan, fared significantly better 
with 34 percent, and the Republican, 
Susan Collins, won support from only 
4 percent of the sample population. 
The poll indicates that the major¬ 
ity of Bates students who voted locally 
supported Democrat Tom Andrews in 
the race for U.S. Senate over his Re¬ 
publican opponent Olympia Snowe. 
Whereas Andrews won the support of 
67 percent of Bates students, Snowe, 
who won the election by a landslide, 
had only 14 percent of the Bates vote, 
according to our poll. 
Once at the designated voting ar¬ 
eas, students often interacted with lo- 
Continued on Page 3, Column 1 
These percentages illustrate how the election would have been decided, 
had it taken place solely on the Bates campus. 
Percentage of Bates students, by class year, that intended to vote. 
Cynthia Stutts '95 leaves the polls wearing a smile, confident that she has 
just made the deciding vote. Barney Beal photo. 
Snowe, King victorious 
By Paul Riley 
As the final votes were tallied on 
Wednesday it was clear that this 
year's Maine election finale would be 
characterized as an exciting one with 
three of the four races ending up 
quite tight. Looking at the final re¬ 
sults, one can see some significant 
changes that will be taking place in 
the government make-up, including 
an Independent as governor and a 
freshman Republican entering the 
Senate. 
The race for the Senate seat was 
one that received national attention, 
due to the fact that the winner will be 
replacing outgoing Senate majority 
leader George Mitchell. As time pro¬ 
gressed on Election Day it became 
clear that Republican Olympia 
Snowe was the victor on this occa¬ 
sion, and that she would win handily 
over her Democratic rival, Thomas 
Andrews. In the final tally, she 
won by a margin of 60% to 37%. 
Snowe is a well-known Maine 
politician, having begun her politi¬ 
cal career in 1973, when she took 
over the position of state legislator 
formerly held by her deceased first 
husband, who died in a car accident. 
From there she went on to serve in 
the state senate. Following that, she 
was elected to the U.S. House of 
Representatives in 1978. She is con¬ 
sidered a moderate Republican with 
a conservative view towards han¬ 
dling the budget. She is pro-choice 
and a strong supporter of measures 
important to women, including the 
enactment of the Family and Medi¬ 
cal Leave Act. As a moderate Re¬ 
publican she is uncharacteristically 
opposed to most gun control mea- 
Continued on Page 3, Column 4 
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NEWS BRIEFS 
SURFING THE INTERNET 
The Bates Campus-Wide Information Services (CWIS) is the place to go 
for electronic information and services. There one can find such informa¬ 
tion as the Weekly Calendar, College news releases, sports schedules, and 
Commons menus, as well as academic materials, such as course listings 
and resources for courses at Bates. 
Designed with a menu system that is user friendly, theCWlSuses "go¬ 
pher" software, developed at the University of Minnesota. To use the Bates 
CWIS, log on to abacus and type "gopher" (no quotes) at the abacus 
prompt. If you would like a formal introduction to the service, Internet 
training classes, including how to move around in the Bates CWIS, are 
available from Information Services. Call the HelpDesk at 8222 for more in¬ 
formation. 
If you have information appropriate for inclusion in the Bates CWIS, 
contact Katherine Kott at 6491. Information Services staff will provide 
training in "gopher maintenance." It is the responsibility of the information 
provider to keep information up-to-date and accurate. The information 
provider and the CWIS administrator are mutually responsible for commu¬ 
nicating with one another regularly on matters of CWIS information. 
WITH A LITTLE HELP FROM MY FRIENDS 
It's time to kick some butt! Join the Great American Smokeout on 
Thursday, November 17. Millions of smokers across the country will take 
a break and try not to smoke for 24 hours. Survival ki ts as well as valuable 
tips will be distributed by Student Health Link outside of Commons on 
Monday, Tuesday and Thursday. If you don't smoke, adopt a smoker for 
the day and promise to help that friend get through the day without a ciga¬ 
rette. 
REPRESENTATIVE ASSEMBLY 
Minutes: November 7,1994 
In response to last week's concerns about security: Security will evalu¬ 
ate their own efficiency in response time through their log books. In addi¬ 
tion, Larry Johnson of Secursty will attend next week's R.A. meeting. All 
students are welcome to come! 
Last week's concerns about the safety of campus crosswalks were ad¬ 
dressed by Dean Branham. They are town property, but she will look into 
the issue. 
The Budget Committee slate was presented to the assembly and rati¬ 
fied. The application process had been open to the entire Bates Community 
and solicited for one month. After reviewing written applications and in¬ 
terviews, 6 candidates were chosen, with no alternate. The 1994-1995 Bud¬ 
get Committee stands: Patti Daniels '97 Gussie Falleder '97 Brian Quinn '96 
Scott Richard '95 Rodney Weaver '97 Benjamin Webstar '98 
Applications are being solicited for the Off-Campus Study advisory 
committee and the Parking Appeals Board. All are encouraged to apply! 
The Educational Policy Committee met with Dean Crunkleton. This is 
the year for general education reform, which is revised every 12 years. The 
General Distribution Requirements for Social Sciences, Science, and Hu¬ 
manities will remain basically in tact. Proposed additions included a Race, 
Gender, and Ethnicity requirement coordinated with Study Abroad op¬ 
tions, as well as a greater selection of secondary concentrations. A ceiling 
of 11 courses required for a major was recommended, as well as required 
Short Term Units counting toward one's GPA. Transcript changes dis¬ 
cussed might include First Year Seminars counting towards one's major, 
hiding first year grades on the transcript, and adding an Activities Tran¬ 
script. Study Abroad will be encouraged, with plans of each department 
(coordinated with other departments) offering a unit abroad each year. Any 
revisions will apply to next year's entering class (or perhaps the year after). 
Suggestions to improve Commons included overlapping breakfast and 
lunch times, moving dinner times back 15-30 minutes, extending lunch 15- 
30 minutes, and reestablishing the Napkin Board. Bob Volpi will be invited 
to attend an R.A. meeting to field suggestions. 
There was no new legislation at the Faculty Meeting. Short Term pro¬ 
posals were approved, and some faculty members received awards. 
Any questions/concerns? Leave a message on the R.A. phone at x6390, 
or contact one of the Board members: Duncan (Pres.) 784-0574, Faham (V.P.) 
x7656, Joey (Treas.) x7894, Richard (Parliamentarian) x7581, or Alysia 
(Sec'y) x5148. 
AROUND CAMPUS 
The waiting is the hardest part 
Having just completed the task of preregistration this past week, Bates 
students now have the relatively simple task of waiting until next week to 
see whether they will gain entrance into any of their chosen classes or not. 
Popular, in-demand limited enrollment classes are being randomly se¬ 
lected by a computer, in place of the first-come, first-serve basis utilized by 
the college in former years. This selection process, initiated during last 
year's winter 1994 preregistration period, eliminates preference given to stu¬ 
dents who have either the stamina or scheduling to get to the registrar ear¬ 
lier than others. 
Now, for the majority of limited enrollment classes, a designated num¬ 
ber of spots for members of each class (when applicable) and for petitioners 
is allotted. All of the students who preregistered for a class are in the draw¬ 
ing pool — once again, there is no preference given to anybody in selection 
process. The only exception to this rule of random selection is in the case of 
limited enrollment classes that require special permission or the signature of 
an instructor. This is a different situation altogether, and depends on the 
classes themselves, and the prerequisites and policies of the professors. 
From students' perspectives, there are both positive and negative rami¬ 
fications regarding the assignment of classes. Shanti Nandi '96 and Raloon 
Thurston-Kramer '95 are unanimously in favor of it. Nandi commented 
how, during the days of arena (or first-come, first-serve) registration, the 
people who got their favored classes were the ones who could stay outside 
the longest, waiting in line. 
In the past, it was not unusual for students to camp out in front of Lane 
Hall to ensure that they secured all of their classes. Thurston-Kramer elabo¬ 
rated on one of her former registration experiences, exclaiming, "I slept in a 
tent and it was 15 [degrees] below zero. I could have died!" Whereas early 
arrivers were at an advantage, the students who arrived later had a mark¬ 
edly less chance of scheduling any of their desired classes. 
Conversely, Tyler Munoz '98, was concerned that random selection 
could shut first-years out of some higher level courses. He feared that even 
though first-years have the option to petition, upperclassmen would ulti¬ 
mately be given preference. Whether this is the case or not is yet to be deter¬ 
mined. 
"This year's registration process makes me feel like I'm waiting for my 
lottery number for the draft rather than waiting for my classes at one of the 
best private schools in the country," Munoz elaborated. He continued to ex¬ 
plain that student placement in small classes that they want is a big selling 
point for Bates, and hopes that he was not misled by "false advertising" in 
admissions materials. 
- Michelle Wong 
Of the people, by the people, for the people 
During their October 31 meeting , the Representative Assembly (R.A.) 
finished ratifying selections to the innumerable committees that will provide 
the student voice in administrative affairs for the balance of the year. With 
this laborious task behind it, the R.A. is poised to begin what all involved 
hope will be a productive year, more so than in years past. 
A persistent apathy towards the RA plaguing the student body mani¬ 
fests itself in the consistently poor turnout at R.A. elections. This low turn¬ 
out is presumed by some to compromise the nature of the R.A. as a truly rep¬ 
resentative body, and has reduced it into an increasingly small group of stu¬ 
dents who, through the incestuous means of committee cross-membership, 
have the potential to exercise a great deal of influence over student life. 
The R.A. has the authority to select students for all the student-faculty 
committees, which recommend and review policies related to issues ranging 
from admissiosn to extracurricular and residential life. Committees are also 
formed to advise the president and the trustees of the college. Members in 
these committees are not restricted to R.A. members, but because of a per¬ 
sistent shortage of applicants, a good percentage of these committees ends 
up being composed of R.A. members. 
Even for important committees, such as the Committee on the Calendar 
and Curriculum, which is in an evaluation process that only occurs every 
twelve years, have been unable to attract sufficient applicants. This year, the 
Committee on Calendar and Curriculum received only two applicants for 
two available postions. 
Nevertheless, the RA is continuing forward with its attempt at playing 
the role of liaison between the student body and the outside community. In 
order to increase student input in administrative decisions, the RA is seek¬ 
ing to have student votes implemented at faculty meetings. 
In the meantime, according to Faham Rashid, vice-president of the RA, 
the RA is seeking to increase their accessibility to the student body. Their 
biggest accomplishment in this regard, said Rashid, is a plan for a discussion 
board that has been ratified, but not yet implemented. This proposal would 
see a bulletin board placed in the mailroom, to serve as an open forum in 
which students could address their concerns. The discussion board is meant 
to provide students with a more direct means of making their concerns 
known to RA members. A committee would be established to make the RA 
aware of the student concerns addressed in the letters on the board. 
- Alan Wright 
News. The Bates Student, Friday, November 11,1994 
Addressing urban education at Bates 
By Paul Riley 
In conjunction with the 
cermemonies honoring the late 
Bates alumnus Dr. Benjamin Mays 
'20, Ronald Brown spoke on issues 
related ot urban education at 
Muskie Archives November 2. 
Brown serving his second year as 
the head principal of Benjamin 
Mays High School in Atlanta, Geor¬ 
gia, a school noteworthy for its 
highly respected math and science 
programs. Brown centered the talk 
around his efforts at providing his 
school with a "safe, orderly, condu¬ 
cive learning environment" along 
with the general impact the Ben¬ 
jamin Mays legacy has had on his 
school. 
Brown told the audience that 
for one walking through the hall¬ 
ways of the high school, the legacy 
of Dr. Mays leaves an impression 
that is quite powerful. "The impact 
of Benjamin Mays on this high 
school is key and I want to keep it 
that way," Brown said. Brown was 
put to the test early in his tenure, he 
explained, when there were five stu¬ 
dent deaths during his first year as 
principal, including two suicides. "I 
Ronald Brown talked about his ex¬ 
perience at Benjamin Mays High 
School. Barney Beal photo. 
took this as a challenge to change," 
said Brown. 
In describing his general philoso¬ 
phy towards education, Brown said 
that he has no desire to run his school 
as an elitist institution, and therefore, 
he said he seeks to ensure that each 
student receives equal treatment. He 
is aware of the fact that he, along with 
the teachers, are role models who are 
"impacting lives" — and must there¬ 
fore be accountable for their actions. 
In addition Brown discussed the 
importance of parental involvement 
in a child's education. He pointed out 
the necessity for educators to initiate 
more parental interest and involve¬ 
ment in their children's schools. 
In discussing the problems of 
drugs and violence in the schools, 
Brown said that it is essential for one 
to be "strong and up front". He ex¬ 
plained that in order to maintain the 
respect of his students, he has often 
had to be tough with them. This 
may include anything from twenty 
pushups for those caught cursing in 
front of him to making sure a stu¬ 
dent is cuffed if caught dealing 
drugs. Brown makes sure that he 
knows who the trouble-makers in 
the school are, so that he is prepared 
to deal with them. He is "not afraid / 
to get rid of a kid who doesn't want 
to learn," and said that will often go 
to great lengths to get these kind of 
people out of his system. Brown 
concluding his talk by saying, "Stu¬ 
dents are the clients and must be in¬ 
cluded in the educational process" 
Ronald Brown is one in a line of 
speakers that will be coming to cam¬ 
pus to discuss issues related to edu¬ 
cation. The series has been set up by 
the educational department in con¬ 
junction with the dean of the col¬ 
lege. Bates will host the principal 
and two teachers from Central Park 
East High School for a discussion on 
November 14. 
Students support the Green candidate 
Continued from Page 1 
cal residents. Standing outside the 
Lewiston Junior High School was 
Mike Tatosian who was proud to par¬ 
ticipate in the election process. This 
friendly yet concerned Lewiston resi¬ 
dent and ex-navy personnel explains, 
"It's better to vote then complain 
later." After fighting in Vietnam and 
traveling across the world, Tatosian 
feels that voting is one of his duties as 
an American citizen. 
Like Tatosian, Richard Holley '97 
also took part in Tuesday's elections. 
However, instead of voting at the jun¬ 
ior high, Holley filled out an absentee 
ballot for his home state of Rhode Is¬ 
land. Holley admits, "I thought 
maybe my vote would make a differ¬ 
ence." Holley's convictions were 
enough to persuade him to take the 
time to ensure that his vote would be 
counted. Absentee ballots require a 
little more planning and organization 
than simply registering and voting in 
Maine. In addition to registering 
weeks in advance at one's home state, 
absentee ballots must be filled out and 
postmarked by the day before the ac¬ 
tual election. 
Some Bates students made a con¬ 
scious decision not to vote. Amy Haas 
'95 explains that she abstained from 
voting because she "did not know all 
of the issues." Although Haas admits 
that she "should have voted," she felt 
that she could not vote. Haas ex¬ 
plains, "With work, crew, thesis, and 
classes, I was just too busy. So if I had 
voted, it would have been a blind 
vote." Thus she concluded that she 
would prefer not to participate in the 
election process than to cast a haphaz¬ 
ard ballot. According to Haas, this 
decision "was the lesser of two evils." 
Haas' decision not to vote was 
shared by many Bates students. Ac¬ 
cording to The Student poll, 52 per- 
Raloon Thurston-Kramer '95, frustrated in her attempt to vote as Newt 
Gingrich, asks the proprieters to look up Bob Dole. Barney Beal photo. 
cent of the class of 1995, 51 percent of 
the class of 1996 did not vote, along 
with 47 percent of the class of 1997, 
and 77 percent of the class of 1998. 
Of those who did not vote, 36 per¬ 
cent identified themselves as Demo¬ 
crats, 42 percent as Independents, 0 
percent as Republicans, and 22 per¬ 
cent as Others. Of the voters, 51 per¬ 
cent identified themselves as Demo¬ 
crats, 36 percent as Independents, 8 
percent Republicans, and 5 percent as 
Others. Overall, 44 percent of students 
claimed to be Democrats, 39 percent 
Independents, 4 percent Republicans, 
and 13 percent Others. 
When asked to identify the "most 
important political issue," the 
economy emerged on top. This was 
followed by the environment, educa¬ 
tion, civil rights, health care and abor¬ 
tion. 
Students also had strong feelings 
about the legalization of hemp, an is¬ 
sue which has gained statewide atten¬ 
tion in recent months with a petition 
to put the issue on the ballot picking 
up momentum. Hemp legalization is 
also a major element of Carter's plat¬ 
form. While 42 percent of Bates stu¬ 
dents favored legalization, 38 percent 
opposed it, and 20 percent were unde- 
3 
Election Day 
Continued from Page 1 
sures. 
In the contest for governor, the 
race remained quite tight through¬ 
out most of the night, yet by early 
Wednesday Independent candi¬ 
date Angus King began to pull 
away from his Democratic oppo¬ 
nent Joseph Brennan. King ran a 
strong campaign, trying to get his 
ideas of political change across by 
supporting an inclusive govern¬ 
ment and promising to bring new 
ideas into the system. The race 
between Brennan and Bennett 
proved to be neck and neck, yet 
King's carrying in Lewistonp for 
pulled him over the top, leading to 
his victory over Brennan. 
For U.S. Representative in Dis¬ 
trict 1, the race was still practically 
deadlocked as of early Wednesday 
morning . Democratic candidate 
Dennis Dutremble and Republican 
candidate James Longley both 
spent a long night awaiting the re¬ 
sults, yet in the end Longley 
proved victorious. Hailing from 
Falmouth Maine, Longely is con¬ 
sidered to be a conservative Re¬ 
publican. He is in favor of a tough 
crime bill, wants term limits on 
Congress, supports welfare re¬ 
form and wants a cut in the capital 
gains tax. The son of Maine's first 
independent governor, Longley is 
a lawyer and a former insurance 
salesman who served Operation 
Desert Storm. This will be his first 
time serving in public office. 
His opponent Dutremble, 
from Biddeford Maine spent six¬ 
teen years in the Legislature and 
served as Senate president from 
1992 to 1994. He stressed his 
commitment to bringing federal 
spending under control as a major 
component of his campaign. 
Overall the matchup between 
Longely and Dutremble remained 
quite close throughout the whole 
campaign season and and ended 
up being the closest race of the 
Maine elections. 
Finally, in the race for U.S 
Representative in District 2, 
Democratic candidate John 
Baldacci proved to be the winner 
in a close race over Republican 
candidate Richard Bennett. 
Baldacci was chairman of the 
Maine Senate's Taxation Commit¬ 
tee which has should be key in the 
prospects of luring business into 
Lewiston. He supports the federal 
version of he state tax incremental 
financing district which would al¬ 
low a firm to invest back into the 
company funds normally devoted 
to paying taxes. Along with this, 
he supports term limits and wants 
a balanced budget amendment 
passed. With his victory, Baldacci 
will fill the vacancy left by Snowe. 
cided. 
Overall, this election was met 
with typically mixed reactions. Some 
citizens eagerly and proudly voted for 
the candidates of their choice. Others 
felt indifferent or unqualified to vote. 
In the end, according to Jeremy 
Villano '97, "If you didn't vote, you 
have no right to complain." 
The Bates Student, Friday, November 11,1994 News 
Getting through the closed doors of Bates College 
Examining the barriers to accessibility 
By Kara Peters 
Editors Note: Bates College prides it¬ 
self on its diversity, on its ability to be ac¬ 
cessible to those who feel shut out of other 
institutions. Admissions pamphlets brag 
of the inclusive nature of the college, and 
administrators pride themselves upon it. 
At times this trait of inclusivity holds 
true, but at other times it is illusory. In 
this article, Student reporter Kara Peters 
examines the accessibility of the college 
for those in wheelchairs. 
Gene Clough, who describes him¬ 
self only as an "interested gadfly", is 
perhaps the college's biggest advo¬ 
cate on issues of handicapped accessi¬ 
bility, and so is well aware of the ob¬ 
stacles around campus for those in 
wheelchairs. His Experiencing Dis¬ 
ability short-term has provided stu¬ 
dents with the opportunity to experi¬ 
ence first-hand the myriad obstacles 
faced by people with a variety of 
handicaps, including blindness, deaf¬ 
ness, and paralysis. A member of the 
Association on Higher Education and 
Disability (AHEAD), Clough is an in¬ 
valuable resource, with information 
on subjects ranging from close-cap¬ 
tioned movie viewing systems to 
wheelchair ballet. "I'm not the world 
expert [on disabilities]," said Clough. 
"I just study it. My goal is to have the 
harsh winter be the only barrier at 
Bates for students with disabilities. 
We should be able to minimize all 
other barriers." 
According to Clough, although 
Bates has made comparatively great 
strides in making many of its facilities 
wheelchair accessible, some of the 
older buildings on campus remain 
dismally insurmountable obstacles to 
those with handicaps. "When some 
of these buildings were erected in the 
1800's, no one thought that people in 
wheel chairs were real people, " said 
Clough. "The social reality at the time 
was that people with disabilites were 
hidden away in their houses. It hasn't 
been all that long that the emphasis 
has been on what people can do and 
not what they can't." Clough identi¬ 
fied Pettigrew and Libbey Forum as 
particular problem areas. 
"95% of the faculty offices in 
Libbey are down those two narrow 
stair cases, and there is really no way 
into the building. Pettigrew is not 
bad on the ground floor, where 
Gannett Theater is, but the main floor 
is inaccessible. The main problem in 
Pettigrew is the Filene Room, because 
if a course is particulary large, the 
Filene room is the only place where it 
can be held," said Clough. 
According to Clough, other areas 
of concern are the Writing Workshop 
and all departments located in 
houses. He also complained about 
the lack of "a single decent bathroom 
in Dana Chemistry." 
Clough's primary grievance, 
however, is with Chase Hall. "Chase 
is the worst building on campus as far 
as accessibiltiy is concerned. IFs the 
one building you can't get away from, 
and because it is built on different lev¬ 
els, it's especially difficult. The eleva¬ 
tor doesn't stop on all floors." 
Bernard Carpenter, college trea¬ 
surer and vice-president for financial 
affairs, explained that Chase's archi¬ 
tectural structure renders it 
particulary difficult to minimize ob¬ 
stacles. "There are five different levels 
within one unit of buildings, but two 
different structures. When the dining 
hall addition was put on, there was a 
massive amount of water under¬ 
ground. It was too costly to put it at 
the same level as the book store, so it 
had to be elevated four feet." 
The only available wheelchair ac¬ 
cessible entrances in Chase are at the 
door closest to the Den, where there is 
a lift, and in the back at the loading 
dock. Clough reported that one of the 
students who participated in the Ex¬ 
periencing Disabilitly short-term de¬ 
scribed using the latter entrance as 
"going in with the fruit and out with 
the trash." Carpenter stated that "way 
over $100,000" had already been 
spent in installing elevators and lifts in 
the building. 
Merrill, Ladd Library, Olin and 
the new Underhill ice arena were 
singled out by Clough as examples of 
accessible architecture. Designed by a 
Cambridge based firm known as The 
Architect's Cooperative (TAC), these 
buildings represent the empathy and 
awareness of principle architect, Sarah 
P. Harkness, who wrote a book on the 
subject of accessible architecture 25 
years ago. Harkness has a niece who 
A newly built ramp provides the pathway into Alumni Gym, one of several 
renovations being made around campus._Alex Hahn photo. 
is paralyzed and has incorporated her 
philosophy into the company's de¬ 
signs. Clough remarked, "It only 
takes having one good friend or rela¬ 
tive to make someone sensitive to the 
issue." 
Clough also commended John 
Bertram Hall, which he described as 
"wonderful except for the kitchen." 
Moody House boasts a model wheel¬ 
chair Idtchen, equipped with an extra 
counter area and enough floor space 
to navigate comfortably. Clough cam¬ 
paigned vigorously for this kitchen, 
tracking down the sink from a kitchen 
supply house and personally super¬ 
vising its installation. 
Both Clough and Carpenter 
praised the college for its responsive¬ 
ness to the needs of the physically 
challenged. "The maintenance depart¬ 
ment is always making changes to 
make people's lives simpler," said 
Clough. For instance, when bath- 
accomodations necessary, to the ex¬ 
tent that money is available." 
A handicap ramp behind Alumni 
Gymnasium is nearing completion, 
and according to Carpenter, the col¬ 
lege is considering possible 
rennovations in Pettigrew. "We are 
constantly looking at all facilities to 
see what improvements we can make, 
but to make every building com¬ 
pletely accessible would simply not be 
within the realm of financial possibil¬ 
ity." 
In addition to making as many 
minor physical changes as possible, 
the college attempts to ensure that all 
students with disabilties are placed in 
class rooms that can accomodate their 
needs. This means not only schedul¬ 
ing certain classes in wheelchair acces¬ 
sible buildings, but also providing 
assistive listening systems for hearing 
impaired students or hiring other stu¬ 
dents as notetakers for the visually 
The Village dormitories, characteristic of most new buildings on campus, 
were made with more sensivity towards accessibility. Alex Hahn photo. 
rooms on the third and fourth floors of 
Page needed to be retiled recently, 
maintanence crews widened the 
showers to make them wheel chair ac¬ 
cessible. Carpenter stated, "The 
college's first desire is to comply with 
what is expected. Bates is working 
very hard to make programs acces¬ 
sible to all students. We've been 
spending lots of money, even before 
legislation passed in the early 80's 
which made it mandatory'. We are 
very willing to make any 
impaired. The library and the com¬ 
puter center also offer a variety of ser¬ 
vices, such as screen read software 
with voice synthesizers and an exten¬ 
sive interlibrary loan service that en¬ 
ables students to search for materials 
in alternative media. "It's not just 
about wheelchair issues," said 
Clough. "Accessibiltiy depends on 
who you are. There are vastly differ¬ 
ent kinds of handicaps." 
Shawn Draper '98, who uses a 
wheelchair due to cerebral palsy, ex¬ 
pressed satisfaction with the college's 
attitude toward accessibility. Draper 
said, "In terms of access, this is the 
best school that I looked at, especially 
in terms of the buildings that I can get 
into. At some of the other schools I 
visited, there were important build¬ 
ings that I would have needed to get 
into that weren't accessible at all. 
Here, the administration is very 
accomodating. Anything I ask for, 
they usually get done." Relating an 
incident in which maintenance fixed a 
flat-tire on his chair, Draper 
remarked,"Maintenance is where I go 
to get tuned-up." Draper regards the 
accessibility situation at Bates with the 
easy-going attitude of one who has 
grown used to confronting a barrage 
of obstacles and inconveniences daily. 
"If it was up to me, obviously I'd want 
everything as accessible as possible. It 
could be more convenient, but you 
have to deal with what's possible." 
Among the few things that 
Draper regards as irksome are the nar¬ 
row doors and aisles in the library as 
well as the lack of elevators in Hedge, 
Rand and The Bill. "Commons is also 
a hassle, "he stated. "It takes a lot 
longer to go in and out using the lifts 
and the elavators." Draper is cur¬ 
rently requesting a ramp leading to 
the Parker porch. "I want this stuff not 
just for me but just as a principle for 
the future," he said. 
Stressing the fact that "the best 
minds do not necessarily come with 
Olympic athelte bodies,"Clough con¬ 
curred with Draper's motivation for 
making the campus as accessible as 
possible. "People should v/ant access 
for their own personal insurance. 
Anyone could suddenly step in front 
of a car and become a paraplegic or a 
quadraplegic. We would be doing this 
for ourselves, not just 'those people.'" 
Friday, Novemberll, 1994 Features 
“Strident, bitchy, imfeminine”:no wonder students shy away 
We clutch our hearts and turn our heads,fearing the alleged wrath of feminism 
By Amy Bourne_ 
I have heard grown women, for whom I had 
considerable respect, make comments like, "I'm not 
a feminist. Hike men." I hear intelligent, supposedly 
"open-minded" men at Bates jokingly calling their 
female friends "feminazi." First year students who 
initially encounter radical feminist groups on college 
campuses or read about them in magazines think 
that all feminists spell woman with a "y" and avoid 
men whenever possible. Why has feminism taken 
on such a bad name among so many young women 
and men? What makes young women afraid of 
feminism? Is it the responses they anticipate from 
their male counterparts were they to assume the la¬ 
bel "feminist"? And why are those responses so of¬ 
ten negative? 
Lisa Maria Hoagland addresses some of these 
questions in an article entitled "Fear of Feminism: 
why young women get the willies" in a recent issue 
of "Ms." magazine. "I began thinking about young 
women's fear of feminism, as I always do in the fall, 
while I prepared to begin another year of teaching 
courses in English and women's studies," writes 
Hoagland, a professor at the University of Cincin¬ 
nati. Hoagland discusses heterosexual relation¬ 
ships, and the thoughts that surround them, as 
highly influential in shaping young women's iden¬ 
tities. Hoagland believes that women often see femi¬ 
nism as diametrically opposed to their freedom con¬ 
cerning men. 
"Think about the lives of young women—think 
about your own. What are the arenas for selfhood 
for young women in this culture?...Young women 
who have not yet begun careers or community in¬ 
volvements too often have no public life, and the 
smallness of private life, of romance as an arena for 
selfhood, is particularly acute for them." While this 
may not seem to apply to college women who are an 
active part of a small liberal arts community, 
Hoagland's next comment certainly rings true as a 
silent sentiment some college women foster: "Young 
women may believe that a feminist identity puts 
them out of the pool for many men, limits the op¬ 
tions of who they might become with a partner, how 
they might decide to live ("Ms.", Vol. 5, No. 3, 19- 
20)." 
Hoagland also sites as a reason for resistance to 
feminism among college women the assumption 
that the women's rights activists' battle has already 
been won. "College women...despite the extent of 
sexual harassment and date rape on campuses all 
over the country, still insist on believing that 
women's equality has been achieved. And, in fact, to 
the extent that colleges and universities are doing 
their jobs—giving women students something like 
an equal education—young women may experience 
relatively little overt or firsthand discrimination 
(20)." 
In a survey of a random sample of one-hundred 
fifty female students at Bates College, eighty-one 
women answered "yes" to the first question, "Do 
you consider yourself a feminist?", while fifty-four 
women answered with a straight "no." Of the fifty- 
four "no's," seventeen women (thirty-one percent) 
said that they think "the battle against sexism/sex¬ 
ist oppression is for the most part a won battle at 
Bates College." Of these same fifty-four women, 
thirty-five said that they do hold feminist values but 
are uncomfortable with the label "feminist." To the 
question "Do you see 'feminism' as related to a nega¬ 
tive attitude towards men in general?" thirty-three 
out of fifty-four—a whopping sixty-one percent—of 
the "non-feminists" answered in the affirmative. 
Professor Leslie Hill, Assistant Professor of po¬ 
litical science at Bates College, reflected on the atti¬ 
tudes of Bates women towards feminism: "On the 
one hand, women at Bates are not unlike their peers 
around the country in being reluctant to identify 
with feminism." Hill attributed this reluctance in 
part to a "caricature" of feminism that exists and is 
widely accepted as representative of feminists in our 
culture. "People see it [feminism] as strident, bitchy, 
man-hating and unfeminine," commented Leslie 
Hill on popular conceptions of feminism in our cul¬ 
ture today. "People are afraid of calling themselves 
that [feminist]," and "Women in our generation 
think it means man-hater" were the words of a 
couple of female Bates students in reference to the 
feminist label. 
Hill attributes much of the bad rap feminism has 
gotten in recent years to the media. "I think that 
[negative] image was cultivated in the media...the 
visual images that played as fodder for that [stereo¬ 
type] were part of early activism, of the people who 
called themselves radical or cultural feminists" but 
who are not representative of the group at large, 
commented Hill. "It's part of a backlash phenom¬ 
ena" in which the feminist movement has gotten 
"painted in a bad light by the other side," according 
to Professor Elizabeth Eames, Assistant Professor of 
anthropology and chair of the women's studies de¬ 
partment. "In this case [of mudslinging] the mud 
stuck." Professor Hill elaborated on the bad image 
of feminism created by the media. "[Media images] 
resonate differently depending upon the audience," 
explained Hill. "The same image [of the stereotypi¬ 
cal feminist] in African American culture played out 
as a middle class, white, spoiled woman," said Hill, 
who presumed that in white working-class commu¬ 
nities an image may have propigated of the stereo¬ 
typical feminist as "spoiled and arrogant." 
Whether feminism is still a highly necessary po¬ 
litical and personal stance for women of all ages to 
take collectively or not, young women of our genera¬ 
tion often do not see themselves as important par¬ 
ticipants. Professor Hill mentioned a common reluc¬ 
tance she has seen of students in her classes to "come 
out as feminists." Women who are of college age 
now did not witness the historical development of 
feminism; "Feminism was already there, made, on 
the stage" when current Bates students were grow¬ 
ing up, commented Hill. 
Also, no doubt, many young women look 
around at a place like Bates College, or at American 
society in general, and they think that the laws have 
been passed, women can get jobs, women can get 
equal educations, and they conclude that the work 
has been done, that equal opportunity and respect 
for both sexes has been achieved. "People who are 
able to take for granted certain things like a college 
education and access to the resources necessary to 
acquire professional skills" will not see the barriers 
that they might if they did not have those material 
resources, reasoned Hill. "A lot of women and men 
[here] are very secure in their situations,"one Bates 
student said, "whether it be at home or 
economically...Men, by their gender, might be in a 
safer position to not be aware of [feminist 
concems]...[and many] women don't want to chal¬ 
lenge their positions, either." Other young women 
agreed that a lot of Bates students "just don't 
think [oppression of women] affects them." 
Any young woman who has experienced 
violence perpetrated by a man in her life cannot 
help but recognize, on some level, how the op¬ 
pression of women has affected her. Lisa 
Hoagland writes : 'Tor women who are survi¬ 
vors of men's violence—perhaps most notably 
for incest and rape survivors—the shift femi¬ 
nism enables, from individual pathology to sys¬ 
tematic analysis, is empowering rather than 
threatening." Leslie Hill acknowledged the es¬ 
sential rescue service feminism provides to the 
self esteems of women who are the survivors of 
men's violence. "There is probably no more 
stark a way to make a man or a woman aware 
of the devaluation of that which is female. It is 
as if everything that you are is unworthy of re¬ 
spect. What feminism gives is a different way 
of looking at femaleness that says it is valued, it 
is respected, there's an integrity to it," said Hill. 
"Feminism claims value for femaleness in the 
world." However, there is a flip side of this sal¬ 
vation role of feminism. "Young women who 
have not been victims of men's violence hate 
being asked to identify with it; they see the 
threat to their emergent sense of autonomy and 
freedom not in the fact of men's violence, but in 
feminist analyses that will make them identify 
with it," according to Hoagland (20). 
graphic courtesy of "Ms.” magazine, volume 5, number 3. Contintued on page 6 
Survey Results; Attitudes on Feminism 
Conducted by Amy Bourne f or the Bates "Student" 
Sample: 150 female students | Date: November 7,1994 
Do you consider yourself a feminist? 
ye&—61(54%) no—-54136%) other—-15(10%) 
Have you experienced violence by a man in your life? 
ft*® ye«--67f45%) no-79 (53%) oihe*-4<3%) 
yes—67(58%) no-63 (42%) 
reduces—35 (23%) increases—34 (10%) does hot affect—94 (63%) 
eh.:- •'>.. 
I tell ali/some/none of my mate friends that 1 am a feminist. 
' idb-^S «om*-39 (26%) none—58(39%) other—18 (12%) . 
Do you see "feminism’" as related to a negative attitude towards men in general? 
yes—65(43%) no—72 (48%) othw-33 (9%) 
Do you think the battle against sexism/sexist oppression is for the most part a won battle: 
A. in American society in general? 
yes—2(1%) no—148 (99%) 
EL at Bates College? 
yes—28(19%) no-122 (81%) 
Do you think that "gender awareness" (pride/enjoyment in being a woman) qualifies 
you as a feminist? .. 
yes—79 (53%) no—54 (36%) other—17(11%) 
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Feminism is the “radical notion that women are people,” 
according to one Batesie who answered “yes” to question one 
Continued from page 5 
Many college women undeniably fear the ob¬ 
stacle that might be created between them and their 
male peers, or in heterosexual romantic relation¬ 
ships, were they to assume the label "feminist" for 
themselves. In reference to the stereotype that the 
media has fostered of feminists, Professor Eames 
stated, "To be a feminist you have to be a lesbian 
separatist—this becomes the connotation of the 
word "feminist." It's no wonder [heterosexual 
women] might avoid any use of the term in male 
company in relation to [themselves]." One student 
recounted difficulties she had encountered in her 
embrace of the struggle for female empowerment: 
"It caused a lot of problems with one of my ex-boy¬ 
friends; it was the cause of almost every argument 
we had...When I voiced my opinion it was seen as 
'You wanna take over the world." It does affect 
male-female and female-female relationships." An¬ 
other Bates student talked about a high school rheto¬ 
ric class in which the group did a lot of debating, and 
she was the only female; she said that the "guys 
were petrified" that she was trying to take over male 
power. 
Why does the idea of feminism, and the empow¬ 
erment of women because they have power and 
need power, instill such fear in so many men? "One 
of the habits of mind that exist in Western culture," 
commented Professor Hill, "is that we tend to put 
things in either/or categories, which add up to a 
zero sum." What is good for women must be bad for 
men; if feminism advantages women then it must 
somehow disadvantage 
men. "People have to put 
[feminism] in either a 
'good' or 'bad' category, 
but it's just not as clear cut 
as that," stated Hill. 
Why did men become 
the 'enemy target' of femi¬ 
nism? In one way, it seems 
almost inherent in our lan¬ 
guage: men and women 
are the opposite, or "op¬ 
posing," sexes. The idea of 
man as the enemy of femi¬ 
nism is just another mis¬ 
conception of our culture 
and a great oversimplifica¬ 
tion of the issues. "In the 
early days of the second 
wave of feminism—the 
'sixties and 'seventies— 
feminist activists por¬ 
trayed men as the enemy," 
explains Hill. Many 
women saw an attack 
against men as an outlet 
for their anger and frustra¬ 
tion, "rather than a richer 
definition [of the enemy] 
as cultural practices, legal 
status, political rights...a 
system of social relations 
that on the one hand ad¬ 
vantages men, and simul¬ 
taneously disadvantages 
women both symbolically 
and materially." Was it 
not men who had the 
power to shape the system 
into what it is? "I don't 
think there was a con¬ 
spiracy," says Hill. "To the 
degree that a culture 
makes separations among 
its members, one group is 
associated with that which 
is valued and another group is associated with that 
which is devalued." 
Maybe one of the key problems in the resistance 
to feminism among young women is that so many 
people of our generation do not understand the his¬ 
tory of women's place in society, nor do we have a 
full view of the current situation. "A lot of people 
don't understand why people bother with women's 
issues—people don't realize that women still don't 
make as much as men, and that women are still 
killed every day by men in cases of domestic vio¬ 
lence," a Bates student commented. Sometimes 
people do not understand why the feminist make 
demands beyond the right to economic equality. In 
an article from "Newsweek" entitled "Stop Whin¬ 
ing!: The feminist fringe frets about oppression, but 
mainstream women want economic equality," Mary 
Matalin writes: "Women want equality. Equality in 
a capitalist society means economic equality. Money 
is power. Power is equality." Unfortunately there 
are a lot of capitalist and non-capitalist societies in 
this world in which mere economic reform has 
brought about little or no cultural change in the view 
of women and their work as inherently less valuable. 
Clerical work used to be the work of men, but once 
women entered into the work force, clerical jobs be¬ 
came "feminized"; the positions were devalued, and 
the women were paid much lower wages because 
female labor was cheaper. 
Probably the biggest problem with feminism for 
all men and women is that it has become a label, just 
like "liberalism" or "separatism" or "conservatism," 
and all kinds of bad connotations have been slapped 
onto it by its opposition. "Feminism" also has dis¬ 
tinct cultural connotations; originally "feminists" 
were just white women who wanted to work and to 
be political, whereas black women historically have 
always been working away from their families, lead¬ 
ing Alice Walker to coin the term "Womanist" to in¬ 
clude women of all races and ethnicities. "I think 
what makes it hard is that there are sanctions, there 
are labels...part of this idea of what feminism is is a 
kind of whining," stated Leslie Hill. What people 
need to see, though, in Hill's opinion, is the "differ¬ 
ence between how feminism is constructed by 
women and how it is depicted by culture." 
In reference to women's studies courses, Eliza¬ 
beth Eames said, "I think that teaching and learning 
about women should be an enlightening, eye-open¬ 
ing and radicalizing experience." Eames was the 
only woman among her fellow students in the an¬ 
thropology department of Harvard Graduate School 
in the early 'eighties, and the only woman on the fac¬ 
ulty was on leave. Today there are several female 
faculty members in the department, and more fe¬ 
male students than male students; in Eames' days 
there, however, she experienced discriminatory be¬ 
havior on the part of male professors, who took all of 
the male students out for beer and systematically 
confused her name with those of other brunette fe¬ 
male students. Eames believes that "to be a feminist 
entails political action. To be political I think of al¬ 
tering the trajectory—affecting other people's ac¬ 
tions and decisions." But Eames included the house¬ 
hold, and household issues, in the political realm. 
"Feminism does not mean the National Organiza¬ 
tion of Women to me. It's a matter of acting in the 
world, acting with personal dignity," stated Eames. 
The point of women's studies is 
not to "whine," stressed Hill, but 
to understand that "women have 
done great things. We're expand¬ 
ing [society's] ideas of success," 
she said. One member of WAC, 
the Women's Action Coalition, 
explained that many people think 
all women's studies majors are 
members of WAC and that only 
feminists take women's studies 
classes, she stressed that one of 
her missions as a feminist is to 
"challenge the assumptions that 
already exist about feminism." 
One truth that can be asserted is 
that falsehoods and false assump¬ 
tions abound when it comes to the 
stereotyping of anyone, including 
feminists. Women as well as men 
are fully aware of these stereo¬ 
types and tend to shape their lives 
around them rather than educat¬ 
ing themselves beyond the super¬ 
ficial level about feminism. 
Women's rights to vote, to be¬ 
come scientists, to do innumer¬ 
able things that men can do, have 
been granted only in the past cen¬ 
tury or less, a relatively short time 
in the scope of history. To ac¬ 
knowledge our own worth, a 
worth equal to that of men, we 
must be political, we must talk, 
we must be feminists in some 
sense of the word. Wrote Lisa 
Hoagland in the conclusion of 
"Fear of Feminism": "Feminism 
offers an arena for self-hood be¬ 
yond personal relationships but 
not disconnected from them. It 
offers—and requires—courage, 
intelligence, boldness, 
sensitivity...a sense of purpose, 
and, lest we forget, a sense of hu¬ 
mor as well. Of course young 
women are afraid of feminism— 
shouldn't they be? (21)." 
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EDITORIAL 
Elephants slinging the dung 
This week was a good week to be a Republican. For the first time in decades 
the Grand Olde Party captured both houses of Congress and a majority of the 
governors' mansions. Liberal icons, such as Mario Cuomo and Tom Foley found 
themselves leafing through the Want Ads. Not one Republican incumbent, run¬ 
ning for any gubernatorial, congressional or senatorial office lost his or her seat. 
This overwhelming majority could be interpreted many ways. Applying the 
Tip O'Neil axiom that all politics are local, we could conjecture that the Republi¬ 
cans fielded an invincible slate of candidates, each in tune with his or her respec¬ 
tive constituency's needs and wants. But, considering such dimwits as George 
Pataki and George W. Bush carried the elephant banner and won on Tuesday, 
that is highly unlikely. 
Perhaps, this was a resounding denunciation of President Clinton and his 
policies towards improving the quality of life in our nation. One 1992 exit poll 
frequently cited by pundits this Fall indicates that 55 % of all voters would prefer 
lower taxes and less government action as compared to 37 % for the reverse. 
However, this theory would make more sense if the Republicans in proposing 
their "Contract With America" election pledge hadn't promised billions of dol¬ 
lars in increased military spending. 
Maybe, voters really responded to the moral tone the Republicans set during 
the campaign. In the "Contract With America" and throughout the campaign, 
Speaker of the House-to-be Newt Gingrich has called for a cultural war, similar 
to the one proposed by Pat Buchanan in 1992, as a means of correcting every so¬ 
cial ill that blights this once mighty nation. Among Gingrich's staples are : a 
school prayer amendment; abolishing multicultural education; thrashing any 
plans for Gay and Lesbian antidiscrimination legislation; and ultimately, "if the 
votes are there," an end to legalized abortion. 
If you think that you are immune from the changes that will be taking place 
in our government, you are dead wrong. Healthcare reform has suddenly be¬ 
come a fantasy, government assistance for college and university students is sure 
to be slashed within months, and censorship of the arts is bound to intensify. This 
is not alarmist rhetoric, this is the unfortunate truth. A number of recently elected 
politicians wear support for such measures as a badge of honor. 
We, the editorial board of the Student, represent a broad political spectrum. 
In this organization, all political viewpoints are accounted for, and we wear our 
ideological diversity as an emblem of pride. No member of our board, however 
accepts intolerance and the reactionary politics of division as parlayed by 
Gingrich, Pat Robertson and all of their cronies. Whether you bask in the after¬ 
glow of this conservative victory, curse the name of those who derail liberalism 
or lie somewhere in between, we ask you to look critically at the sinister language 
and scapegoating used by the Republican victors and demand a higher level of 
discourse from our now governing party. 
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letters to the editor 
CHC defends their honor 
To the Editor: 
In response to the allegations of 
Andy Knowlton that the "Chase Hall 
Committee was too busy planning 
their annual Halloween bash to even 
get one band, any band to play here at 
Bates" I would like to make clear a few 
things. As far as a comparison be¬ 
tween the Bates and Colby activity 
committees, first of all the Colby 
equivalent of CHC had access to 
nearly double our budget. Second, in 
the last two years CHC has brought 
Blue's Traveler, Live, The Mighty 
Mighty BossTones, Indigo Girls, the 
Samples and They Might Be Giants to 
Bates. Meanwhile I can't remember 
one at Colby during those same two 
years. Andy might have asked me for 
our comments before he wrote a sar¬ 
castic and uninformed editorial note. 
Had he read an article published prior 
to his editorial, Mr. Knowlton would 
have known my displeasure at not 
having a concert this Fall. To rectify 
this situation, all of the officers of CHC 
are working hard to make sure we 
have one early second semester, 
maybe even two. 
Getting concerts here is not an 
easy matter, and CHC has not been 
lucky this semester. We can not sched¬ 
ule concerts when Bates is on break, 
we can not schedule concerts that we 
can not afford, and we can not sched¬ 
ule concerts when the groups we have 
sought after change their minds about 
playing at colleges or touring alto¬ 
gether. Yes, we could have booked the 
Samples but we had them two years 
ago, Bowdoin had them last year and 
we agreed with your review that they 
were now only "humdrum." Unfortu¬ 
nately, our enormous success in the 
past years has only served to raise ex¬ 
pectations that have become increas¬ 
ingly difficult to fulfill. And although 
we will not have a concert this semes¬ 
ter, I still believe this semester has 
been and will be a success for CHC. 
Besides the Pub, the Comedy Event, 
Halloween, and other events, we are 
now planning a joint semiformal with 
Solidaridad Latina. To my knowledge 
this is the first joint event that CHC 
has thrown in some time and signifies 
to me a real positive change. CHC's 
campus-wide experience and rela¬ 
tively large resources are being used 
to help bring attention to Latino Heri¬ 
tage Month. 
As an aside, in reference to the 
long keg lines at the Halloween event, 
I should point out that there were over 
1,100 people in attendance, an unprec¬ 
edented number of people for Hal¬ 
loween. We had a large number of 
kegs and at times 6 tapped at once, 
which has historically been a suffi¬ 
cient number. However, because of 
the enormous turnout we did not have 
enough staff, and the extra staff we 
did have was busy dealing with 
people putting holes in the bathroom 
wall and cleaning up vomit. Still, the 
keg lines problem has been noted 
within the committee and we will take 
precautions in future events. 
To return to the concert issue, 
Bates will have a concert next semes¬ 
ter and if Andy Knowlton or anyone 
else happens to know how to revive 
people from the dead we will happily 
look into getting Hendrix and the 
Doors. For those that are truly inter¬ 
ested in deciding what kinds of events 
we throw and helping to run them, 
please come our weekly meetings, 
Monday at 7p.m. in Hirasawa Lounge. 
Sincerely, 
Sandy Somers 
President, Chase Hall Committee 
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Apathy ca n be deadly : 
Let’s not forget the hungry 
By Loren Hayes_ 
Yesterday, as I was standing near 
the ramp outside of the commons area 
of Chase Hall, I observed the reaction 
of students as they were asked by 
Raloon and Grant to join Oxfam in its 
food drive. Indeed, it was interesting 
to watch these reactions as they 
ranged from immediate acceptance to 
delayed response to outright denial. 
I found it discouraging that so 
many students were not willing to 
participate in this one-meal program. 
The Oxfam drive works towards pro¬ 
viding food and resources to under¬ 
privileged people in nations that often 
cannot provide for its people. The 
program acts as a source of aid for 
many who will never experience the 
level of opulence that even the poorest 
Batesie will ever achieve. 
Indeed, I learned a great deal 
about many Batesies as I watched the 
evening's events unfold. I was frus¬ 
trated that so many Batesies could not 
spare an evening of easy dining when 
there are millions in the world who 
would die for one night's food from 
Commons. 
I listened to the arguments pre¬ 
sented by those who were in denial. 
Some simply said, "no," showing no 
concern whatsoever. Perhaps, this re¬ 
action was the most unkind of them 
all, for these individuals seemed not to 
care that others suffer in the world. Or 
perhaps, they simply wanted to deny 
the fact that there are millions in the 
world who are undernourished. And 
finally (excuse me for my blatant use 
of judgement), some were too lazy to 
find other resources for dinner. We all 
know how difficult it can be to pick up 
the phone and order a pizza (unless of 
course you have 2 gallons of beer 
flowing through your system). 
Other arguments contained some 
backbone to them. In fact, I listened to 
one woman question the organiza¬ 
tions' viability. I respected her argu¬ 
ment because she was not sure as to 
whether the money would be given 
directly to the people in need. As is in 
most cases, much of the aid that is sent 
to impoverished people is intercepted 
by government forces and ends up on 
the black market. This fact makes an 
argument against participation ac¬ 
ceptable (I suppose). As donators, I 
suppose we have the right to know 
where all the money is going. 
Another argument against organi¬ 
zations like Oxfam involves the ques¬ 
tion of "Why feed these people when 
you are simply creating more hungry 
people in the process?" In my mind, 
this argument is a reflection of our 
weak society; a good way to justify 
one's lack of concern for others. Even 
if one individual is helped by our ef¬ 
forts to aid others, the program can be 
considered a success. 
As a biologist and ecologist, I 
have struggled with the idea of world 
hunger and how it relates to over¬ 
population. Ideally, reducing the 
population of the world would help 
the earth reestablish an environmental 
balance. Scientifically, one could ar¬ 
gue that world hunger — which ulti¬ 
mately leads to death — acts as a bal¬ 
ancing act to overpopulation. I am 
sure that there are individuals out 
there that believe this shallow-minded 
notion. As a moderate environmen¬ 
talist, I cannot accept this notion. I see 
overpopulation as an important issue. 
Yet, I also realize that we are not sim¬ 
ply dealing with figures and numbers. 
The livelihood of millions of people is 
involved. 
Concerning the issue of over¬ 
population and the use of starvation 
as a method of control, I condemn the 
idea. We have no right as human be¬ 
ings to play God. As humans, we can 
attempt to sustain 
growth via intelli¬ 
gent reproductive 
methods. But we 
do not hold the 
right to reduce the 
population by sus¬ 
taining starvation. 
(Why not spread 
AIDS, too?) 
Overall, I was 
disappointed by the 
general apathy 
shown by Batesies 
towards other 
people. Only 536 
out of about 1500 Batesies signed up to 
participate in the program. This mi¬ 
nuscule figure reflects the sad state of 
American society. American society 
(most of society that is) exists in a state 
of apathy to national and world prob¬ 
lems. Generally, we do not look out 
for others who are in greater need. 
One argument that I heard in¬ 
volved the "poor college student" ex¬ 
cuse. Once again, this argument could 
be the greatest cop-out of our apa¬ 
thetic existence. A pizza between two 
people costs about $8.00 each (at 
most). A meal at Chopsticks costs no 
more than $10.00 a head. Even we 
work-study students, with our $5.00 
an hour pay can afford a pizza once 
this semester. Or, God forbid, we skip 
a party or drink 6 fewer bottles of beer 
this week. 
This brings me back to a late-night 
discussion I had with the roomies in 
JB last year. Ed had just gotten back 
from a very moving speech and was 
inflamed by his desire to make a 
change. We discussed the importance 
of giving time to society through vol¬ 
unteer work or by donation of money. 
There exists an argument that people 
often cannot give time because of time 
constraints. I agree with this excuse in 
many cases (as long it is 
not overused) ; yet, I 
cannot agree with those 
that say they cannot af¬ 
ford to give one dinner 
away. One night — 
that is one big commit¬ 
ment if you ask me. 
After making my ob¬ 
servations at this event, 
I came to a better un¬ 
derstanding of how a 
large portion of our 
population works. It 
seems to me that Bates 
does not exactly fit the 
false image that the outside world has 
created for us. I find that Bates rather 
fits a conservative, apathetic mold that 
better reflects the ideals of capitalism. 
I guess, as college students, many can 
hide their apathetic nature behind the 
liberal wall that the name "Bates" has 
created for us. 
Loren Hayes hopes to one day be an ecolo¬ 
gist. He is a regular contributor to this 
page. 
Don’t forget! If you 
signed up for the 
Oxfam fast today, 
skip dinner in 
Commons. Your 
contribution is greatly 
appreciated by those 
who need it. 
point of view 
Reflections of passion : 
A world of love 
By Richard Holley_ 
The position I am about to advo¬ 
cate in this article is founded on a be¬ 
lief. Not an economic, a religious, or a 
moral belief. It supersedes all those. It 
is a belief in the future of humanity. 
In my last article titled "We're 
Bobcats, not animals", I basically tried 
to remind the Bates community that 
we are above the "animalistic" actions 
we so much seem to enjoy. We abuse 
ourselves, our environment, and each 
other. And we have to stop. In this 
article, I want to take that a step fur¬ 
ther. I want to suggest a solution. 
In a time when we are emphasiz¬ 
ing multiculturalism and a pro¬ 
nouncement and celebration of our 
differences as a people, I am trying to 
do the opposite. It is not a multicul¬ 
tural society which I seek, but a com¬ 
mon and united culture. We are all 
one people, all one species. We have 
the same hopes and fears, we experi¬ 
ence the same trials and tribulations. 
We are not that different. The Earth 
does not have political, economic, and 
social borders — so why should we? 
Our common beliefs are what will 
unite us. As such, I don't care what 
race, religion, or ethnicity you are. We 
all share a common set of values that 
spans our differences. We are just too 
obsessed with our differences to no¬ 
tice that they are actually quite simi¬ 
lar. We all have one thing in common: 
we can love. 
That common link is 
the one idea we must live 
by. We must love. Every¬ 
thing that is good comes 
from love. So just what 
the heck is "love"? Well, I 
think that the Bible (yes, 
the Bible —I heard this 
during a wedding) gives 
the best definition of love. 
In the words of John — 
slightly paraphrased (hey, 
the original wasn't in En¬ 
glish!): "Love is patient; 
love is kind; love has no envy; love is 
not proud; love behaves; love is not 
evil; love shares truth instead of 
spreading lies; love bears all; love be¬ 
lieves all; love endures and is hope for 
all. Love never fails." That is what 
love is. That is what we need. 
If we judge everything by love we 
can achieve peace. Every action or be¬ 
lief that does not spread or abide by 
love, is wrong. All we do, all we 
know, all we are should come from 
love. We are the only known species 
Domestic violence, 
rape, murder, theft, 
poverty, ignorance... 
the list goes on. We 
are conditioned to 
accept it. But, we 
don’t have to. Love 
is the answer. 
that has the potential for such a pow¬ 
erful emotion. We might as well put it 
to good use. 
We need to rediscover our hu¬ 
manity, a second Renaissance if you 
will. Like the colonists who crossed 
the seas, we must set out in search of a 
new frontier. Our current land is 
plagued by too much strife; we need 
to start fresh. Unfortunately, we have 
no land left to settle. Fortunately, we 
have a new world to explore. That 
world is not a place, but a state of be¬ 
ing. 
We need to reform 
our society. I'm not 
quite sure where things 
went wrong, but I know 
they did. Now don't 
misinterpret me. I'm 
not a radical or a born- 
again. I'm a middle 
class, hard-working, 
taxpaying American. 
I'm coming straight at 
you. The people in 
"power" (who exactly is 
in "power" anyway?), 
are not telling you the truth. And we 
have suffered because of that. 
Step back and take a look at the 
way things are. Domestic violence, 
rape, murder, theft, poverty, igno¬ 
rance ... the list goes on. Why does 
that list go on? Because we have been 
convinced to accept it. We have come 
to accept the fact that people will com¬ 
mit crimes, that people will publish 
pornography, that 8 year old kids will 
gang bang, that poverty is a necessary 
evil. Instead of accepting these things, 
they should outrage us! 
Each one of these events lack one 
thing: love. A rapist has no love; a so¬ 
ciety that permits ignorance has no 
love. Everything we consider to be 
"bad", is considered to be bad because 
it does not contain or foster love. We 
need to rely less on the formal law of 
legality and more on the natural law 
of love. 
We need to explore a new world. 
A world filled with love. We need to 
bring back the nuclear family, for that 
is where love begins and where love 
grows. We can eliminate the plagues 
of society by living in a world of love. 
We must be true to ourselves — rely 
on what you think, not on what the 
liberal media tells you to think. Seek 
the truth, and in seeking the truth you 
will find love. Remember, "Love 
never fails." 
Richard Holley would like to invite 
everyone over to his place to hold his pet 
rock and watch his lava lamp. 
WASTED 
YOUTH. 
ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT FOREST FIRES. 
p!^}l A Public Service of the Forest Service. USDA, and 
your State Foresters. 
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elections ’94 
Voters use the power of the 
pen; pencil out Washington 
By Jeremy Breningstall 
The American electorate awoke 
from their slumber last Tuesday and 
sent a message to Washington that left 
no room for doubt: they were fed up 
with politics as usual, and they 
wanted change. The Democrats, sit¬ 
ting on the stump of a generation of 
Congressional dominance, met face to 
face with this powerful new driving 
force. As the party in power, they 
were held accountable for 
the general sentiment of 
fear and uncertainty 
among the American pub¬ 
lic. As a result, the dy¬ 
namics of Congress have 
been altered in a manner 
unprecedented in 40 
years, with the Republican 
party seizing control of 
both houses. Hopefully, 
this will shock the inhabit¬ 
ants of Washington out of 
their complacency, but as history has 
shown, this will not necessarily be the 
case. 
In some respects, this election is 
reminiscent of the events of 1992, 
when Bill Clinton was swept into of¬ 
fice on a mantle of popular disen¬ 
chantment and a yearning for change. 
Bill Clinton promised to change the 
way government worked. Following 
his election, though, he proceeded to 
betray those who had supported him, 
as he shifted into an ideological haze 
that lead to such disasters as the de¬ 
mise of health care reform as one 
would have liked to have known it. 
Having seen their mail vacationing in 
trailer parks outside D.C. (courtesy of 
government-run services), the com¬ 
mon citizen turned out to be surpris¬ 
ingly unreceptive to government-run 
health care. In an age of three strikes 
and you're out, the Democrats missed 
the ball. 
Although Clinton did manage to 
pass some fairly significant legisla¬ 
tion, such as NAFTA and the crime 
bill, he did so in the midst of so many 
scandals as to com¬ 
pletely shadow his 
successes. Essentially, 
Clinton has failed to 
create any sense of 
trust among the 
American public, and 
in doing so, has failed 
to provide the kind of 
leadership essential for 
political office. In ad¬ 
dition, affairs such as 
those associated with 
the aborted nominations of Zoe Baird 
and Lani Guinier have led people to 
question Clinton's principles. By 
waffling on virtually every issue, 
Clinton has lost the faith of the people, 
and has dragged down all respect for 
the party with him. 
In the meantime, with the Demo¬ 
crats stumbling over themselves 
throughout Clinton's first two years in 
office, the Republicans have been 
more than happy to stand on the side¬ 
lines, laying out the obstacles. This 
can be seen in the way that, as this 
year's campaign season progressed, 
the Republicans became more antago¬ 
nistic, even to the point of blocking 
passage of largely moderate measures 
such the crime bill and lobbying re¬ 
form. In doing so, they were able to 
successfully profit through the cre¬ 
ation of gridlock (a rather dubious, if 
effective, way of seeking the public 
confidence). 
All this has taken us to where we 
are now. As a result of this popular 
disillusionment, Democrats all across 
the country are joining the ranks of the 
unemployed. Even seemingly able 
candidates, such as Ann Richards and 
Kathleen Brown, fell prey to this 
trend, failing to match their oppo¬ 
nents' extremist positions. They cam¬ 
paigned in what turned out to be a 
particulary virulent election year, 
with each candidate seeking to outdo 
the next. In California, the Republi¬ 
cans campaigned on a 
platform based upon 
positions such as the 
death penalty and 
Proposition 187, a 
proposal to deny ille¬ 
gal immigrants social 
services which 
spewed with racial 
bigotry. 
This year was 
noteworthy for the ex¬ 
tent to which conser¬ 
vatism replaced moderatism in many 
campaigns, both Democrat and Re¬ 
publican. Typical of this transition is 
the replacement of Minnesota Senator 
Dave Durenberger, an advocate of bi¬ 
partisan health care reform, by Rod 
Grams, a candidate with a 100% ap¬ 
proval rating with the Christian Coa¬ 
lition. His opponent, Ann Wynia, re¬ 
ceived the questionable assistance of 
Clinton, who visited the state twice in 
the week prior to the election. 
Although this was a particularly 
capricious election year, there were 
limits to the public's hunger for 
change. This was demonstrated by 
the losses of Oliver North and Michael 
Huffington, two particularly fanatical 
candidates, who were unable to con¬ 
vince the majority that their brand of 
conservatism was the right one. 
With the sweeping change that is 
sure to follow this year's elections, it is 
difficult to predict with certainty what 
will happen over the next two years. 
The ideological shift in the balance of 
government is likely to have repercus¬ 
sions, but whether they will be posi¬ 
tive or negative cannot be said yet. On 
the one hand, Congress will be ham¬ 
pered by an influx of extremists on the 
right. Newt Gingrich, who married 
his high school geometry teacher, and 
then served her divorce papers while 
she was in the hospital recovering 
from cancer, will now be attempting 
to set the moral tone of the nation. He 
and his party, currently 
known more for its ob¬ 
structionism than its vi¬ 
sion, will now be oversee¬ 
ing the production of legis¬ 
lation. 
On the other hand, it is 
possible that something 
positive will come of all 
this. Bill Clinton, faced 
with the daunting task of 
compromising with the 
right, will be forced to in¬ 
troduce legislation more in line with 
the goals of the nation at-large. Legis¬ 
lation such as welfare reform and 
clean-water measures could be passed 
with bi-partisan support, and the Re¬ 
publicans, previously immune from 
responsibility, will now forced to pro¬ 
duce some ideas of their own. Let's 
hope they have some. 
Jeremy Breningstall is News Editor of 
The Bates Student. In his spare time he 
forecasts weather. 
In an age of 
three strikes and 
you’re out, the 
Democrats 
missed the ball. 
This year was 
noteworthy for the 
extent to which 
conservatism 
replaced 
moderatism in 
many campaigns 
Write for The Student— Meetings Sunday at 7:0 Opn i in 224 Chase 
the college days by greg stones ’96 
KENNER, IT'S 
THE OTHER WAY 
AROUND. 
GOOD. I WANT TO BE ABLE TO FLY. JUST FLY TO 
WHEREVER I WANT TO, WHENEVER I WANT TO, WITH 
NO ONE TO ANSWER TO BUT THE WIND AND THE SKY 
AS I GLIDE HIGH ABOVE THE COMPLEXITIES AND 
RESULTANT TENSIONS THAT ARE MANKIND IN THIS, . 
TUP TLIPMT1PTU fPWTHRY I 
Lack of vision and direction plague Dept, show 
t 
TTic %pad9{ever ‘Taken 
“The road never taken-the word 
never spoken; if heights not reached then 
ad else is toke n; 
A mere reflective mass of what 
could have Been. 
Satisfied with things as they are; 
not perceived as violating the nature of 
things you draw inward projecting 
a false Bravado! 
As old age imposes like mortal sin 
and echos what might have Been;- 
“‘The !kpadVdsVer‘Iaken-Ahe 'Word 
never spoken." 
TdBlo Colon 
By David Koceemba 
"The White Plague" begins with arresting im¬ 
agery, as women are filmed in slow motion entering 
a bathroom, while eerie industrial/techno music 
pounds in the background. They are victims of the 
deadly White Plague, who matter-of-factly discuss 
their symptoms: numbing white splotches which 
Theater Review 
eventually lead to something similar to a fatal lep¬ 
rosy. Meanwhile, another kneels before a toilet, 
moaning, "Oh God ... oh Jesus." If the rest of the 
play had managed to merge video, sound and action 
as powerfully as this remarkable first scene, then 
"The White Plague" would not have been the 
gravely flawed work it so clearly was. 
That one scene presages the fu¬ 
ture of Bates College theater. 
Schaeffer Theatre has never been so 
transformed. Six video monitors, two 
of which are large screens fed by liq¬ 
uid crystal projectors, will allow the 
beginnings of a truly modern ap¬ 
proach to media presentation in the¬ 
ater. The audience is enveloped with 
visceral imagery, as a 3-D sound field 
surrounds them with sound. Scenery 
no longer must be minimalist to be 
modern. In the past, plays such as 
"The Shining Town" and "The Over¬ 
coat" relied upon slides to add visual 
media to their production. Now, the technological 
advances have been made, and are available to be 
repeated, and improved upon, for future produc¬ 
tions. Certainly, these innovations were admirably 
executed by an efficient backstage crew. 
All that wonder must be reserved for the future, 
as all this production's innovative technology pri¬ 
marily transmits imagery empty of thought or emo¬ 
tive power. Video, in particular, is mishandled by 
theater professor and director Paul Kuritz. For much 
of the production, the actors are filmed on a 
proscenium stage, meaning that the images on the 
televisions are exactly the same as those shown 
onstage. Video by its very nature must compete with 
live action for the audience's focus in theater. Kuritz 
revels in that conflict, asking which is our reality - 
media or life? We'll never know the answer though, 
as evidence of that competition is lacking. 
When the images are identical, one would cer¬ 
tainly rather watch the actors, and not the tiny or al¬ 
ternatively fuzzy video images. On those rare in¬ 
stances when video imagery and acting conflict, one 
hungrily watches television, in a desperate attempt 
to avoid the carnage, the absolutely horrifying de¬ 
bacle that is the acting in this Mainstage production. 
Were I an actor in "The White Plague", I would 
feel betrayed, by my script, by the tech crew and 
mostly by my director. Karel Capek's script is obvi¬ 
ous in its treatment of the subject matter. Every word 
is strident. A doctor named Galen discovers a cure to 
this future AIDS, then proceeds to hold the rich hos¬ 
tage until such time as all the countries of the world 
disarm. Of course, the poor get treated, otherwise 
the moral conflict brought about by Dr. Galen might 
actually get complicated. Capek misses several trou¬ 
bling alternatives available to Dr. Galen's oppres¬ 
sively militaristic government. These realistic ac¬ 
tions might include torturing Galen for her secrets, 
or covertly using her cured patients as guinea pigs in 
the quest for a cure without strings attached. Written 
with a black and white moral code, it is always abun¬ 
dantly clear here who is 
supposed to be good and 
who evil. 
Actors constantly battle 
the sets and sound to be 
heard. Advanced scenery, 
because it is so heavy, must 
be noisily wheeled on. In¬ 
structed by Kuritz not to 
wait for the completion of 
the set change, actors 
struggle to be seen and 
heard in the surrounding 
hubbub. Additionally, for 
entire scenes, actors shout 
over a bubbling laughtrack. Strident lines can only 
become more so in such circumstances. 
Upon reflection, it seems that Kuritz had dis¬ 
turbingly little confidence in the actors he cast. He 
detracts attention from them at every turn. The use 
of television, overbearing laughtracks, noisy set 
changes that dominate the beginnings of scenes, and 
employing Ginger, a dog which instantly upstaged 
the entire cast, all together indicate a distrust in his 
actors' abilities to maintain the audience's interest. 
Also, the stage picture often seemed muddled, if 
not addled. Characters regularly wandered the stage 
without rhyme or reason. In one scene, Faye Holmes 
'95 and Jeb Wilson '95 repeatedly cross the stage 
without any apparent motivation, save the director's 
desire to imply conflict by keeping them on opposite 
sides of the stage. 
A small scene with Wilson sums up the failures 
of "The White Plague". On the monitors, Richard 
Simmons cavorts his way through an exercise rou¬ 
tine - fantastically energetic to upbeat music, dressed 
in neon, and engaging his audience with a campy 
monologue. On stage, Wilson in a baggy sweatsuit 
listlessly mirrors Simmons, while he struggles to re¬ 
member Capek's strident lines. The effort of 
Simmons is contrasted with this production's lack of 
effort outside the technical realm. 
Given the deck stacked against them, though, 
one really must be charitable in evaluating the 
actors' performance. Holmes lends wonderful 
movement to her Dr. Galen, as loose and unconven¬ 
tional movement subtly implies her character's dis¬ 
missal of societal convention. Jim Cherry '95 some¬ 
what successfully adds a desperately needed shade 
of grey, through his Mr. Krug, a rich arms manufac¬ 
turer. Ethan Craig '98 displays a nice stage presence, 
albeit playing types. The rest of this young and inex¬ 
perienced cast should be given the benefit of the 
doubt until a fairer and more accurate judgement 
can be made. 
Co-Designer Amy Trumpetter and her four stu¬ 
dent designers, Benjamin Struck '98, 
Amanda Trottier '96, Eric Dachs '98 
and Katherine Caivano '98, present the 
lone shining star of this ill-fated pro¬ 
duction. Provided better video imag¬ 
ery, perhaps these individuals alone 
could have carried "The White 
Plague". They did create something 
that had never been done here on such 
a scale. Their youth only bodes well for 
the future of technical theater at Bates. 
Costuming proved fascinating. 
With the smallest budget, costumer 
Trottier managed to outshine everyone 
involved in this production. Video, 
sound and sets are all notable for their innovation 
and future use, but none held a candle in their actual 
use to the costumes of "The White Plague". The 
more plastic the character, the more plastic that char¬ 
acter wore. Every character was interesting to look 
at, particularly the reporters, as Trottier gives us a 
glimpse of what the cover of "Cosmopolitan" will 
look like in the year 2020. 
Really, the flaws of "The White Plague" are to 
be found in the microcosm of Wilson's Richard 
Simmons exercise scene. There is no excuse for Wil¬ 
son, with a movement background, to be so sloppy 
here. There is no excuse for Kuritz to force him to 
appear as a pale copy next to Simmons, nor to allow 
Wilson's movements to be less than professionally 
precise. Finally, there is no reason to produce a play 
that makes Richard Simmons fascinating by com¬ 
parison. 
[Tjhis 
production’s 
innovative 
technology 
primarily 
transmits 
imagery empty 
of thought or 
emotive power. 
[Costume 
Designer] 
Trottier gives u$ 
a glimpse of 
what the cover of 
“Cosmopolitan” 
will look like in 
the year 2020. 
“I’m being filmed. I know I’m being filmed.” (“L.A.Story”). The cast of the “The White Plague” 
is always on film - be it video or still photos. Barney Beal photo. 
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Bowdoin’s artistic lament - “Creativity in the Face of Death” 
Diirer, Munch, Mapplethorpe and Farber featured 
By Chris Tine 
The Bowdoin College Museum of 
Art is currently hosting an exhibit or¬ 
ganized by the Isabella Stewart 
Gardner Museum in Boston. "Art's 
Lament: Creativity in the Face of 
Death" features well-known Euro¬ 
pean and American artists and focuses 
attention on how artists have ad¬ 
dressed artistic and creative responses 
to epidemic catastrophes. 
Hilliard T. Goldfarb, Bowdoin 
Class of 1973 and chief curator at the 
Gardner Museum, organized the ex¬ 
hibit. This is the first major loan and 
traveling exhibit coordinated by the 
Gardner Museum featuring work 
from 14 private and institutional col¬ 
lections. 
The exhibit covers the last 650 
years of the American and European 
history of epidemics. Beginning in 
1348, when the Black Death ravaged 
Europe, the exhibit highlights the 1665 
Great Plague of London, the 1896 out¬ 
break of tuberculosis in Norway and 
the present spread of AIDS. 
"Art's Lament" seeks to address 
the commonality of human experience 
in the face of epidemic catastrophe by 
representing an array of very different 
artists, time periods and styles. Many 
important figures in the history of art 
are represented, including Bernardo 
Daddi, Albrecht Diirer, Francesco 
Solimena, Edvard Munch, Hannah 
Wilke, Robert Mapplethorpe and 
Keith Haring. 
Beginning with attention to the 
Black Death or Black Plague of Europe 
in the thirteenth and fourteenth centu¬ 
ries, the exhibit features Michele da 
Verona's "Madonna and Child with 
Saints Roch and Sebastian", the two 
saints whose intercession was thought 
to aid those threatened by the plague, 
from 1500. William Blake represents 
the Great 1665 Plague of London in his 
watercolor on loan from the Museum 
of Fine Arts, Boston. Also from the 
Museum of Fine Arts is Antoine-Jean 
Gros's 1804 propaganda painting of 
"General Bonaparte Visiting the 
The Bowdoin College Museum 
of Art lectures and gallery talks are 
open to the public free of charge. 
The museum is open Tuesday 
through Saturday, 10:00 a.m. to 5:00 
p.m., and Sundays 2:00 to 5:00 p.m. 
; Closed Mondays and National Holi- 
: days. Call (207) 725-3275 for further 
! information. 
At No Tomatoes 
Thursday Nights 
99 Cent Pints and Loud Music 
Plague-Stricken at Jaffa". 
The tuberculosis epidemic of the 
late 19th century is recorded in two 
prints by Edvard Munch, the Norwe¬ 
gian artist most famous for his piece, 
"The Scream". The two prints record 
his highly personal confrontation with 
the disease as he watched it slowly 
claim the life of his sister. 
The devastation of twentieth-cen¬ 
tury epidemics, namely cancer and 
AIDS, is documented through the 
works of four well-known contempo¬ 
rary artists. Hannah Wilke's photo¬ 
graph and watercolor sketches are a 
touching tribute to her mother, a vic¬ 
tim of breast cancer. A large Keith 
Haring painting simply depicting a 
vase with flowers in blossom, which 
have been clipped at their stems, is a 
tribute to people who, while in their 
prime, have been struck down by 
AIDS. The piece was finished just a 
year before Haring himself died of the 
disease. 
Robert Farber, himself diagnosed 
with AIDS, has lent his "Western Blot 
No. 9", which contrasts classical and 
contemporary elements and texts in a 
construction which compares the 
Black Death to the modern AIDS cri¬ 
sis. Completing the contemporary 
group, the museum offers Robert 
Mapplethorpe's striking 1988 "Self- 
Portrait" photograph, dressed in black 
with a skull cane, foreshadowing his 
death from AIDS in 1989. 
The exhibit will be on display at 
Bowdoin through December 23 and is 
open to the public free of charge. The 
Bowdoin College Museum of Art of¬ 
fers riveting images from artists in the 
midst of tragedy, advancing an alter¬ 
native for the insatiable art lover here 
at Bates. 
Two gallery talks will accom¬ 
pany "Art's Lament: Creativity in 
the Face of Death," at the Bowdoin 
College Museum of Art in 
Brunswick. 
Paul L. Nyhus, Bowdoin's 
Frank Andrew Mutjsey Professor of 
History, will speak on "Boccaccio's 
Description of the Black Death" on 
Sunday, November 13, at 2:15 p.m. 
and again on Wednesday, Novem¬ 
ber 16, at noon. 
"Death, Sex and Morality in 
Western Art" will be presented by 
Clifton C. Olds, Bowdoin's Edith 
Cleaves Barry Professor of History 
and Criticism of Art on Wednesday, 
November 30, at 1:00 p.m. 
Lewiston, 9Laine 04240 
We are ready to serve you with 
our quality service. 
Ask about student discounts! 
Inquire about ways to earn 
money for your club. 
Call ahead or just walk in. 
Open Tuesday-Friday 
9-5 or by appointment 
Sat: 9-2 or by appointment 
“The Promise/I Will Never Leave You” (1989), is Adrian Kellard’s painted 
woodcarving depicting St. Christopher carying Christ, part of a new art 
collection on catastrophe. Photo courtesy Bowdoin College Museum of Art. 
It Takes the Best of Both Worlds to Prepare 
for an International Affairs Career 
Combining a multidisciplinary academic tradition with real- 
world job skills, the M.A. Program in International Relations at 
the Maxwell School of Citizenship and Public Affairs 
gives its graduates the edge in the international job arena. 
Maxwell School of Citizenship and Public Affairs 
Syracuse University 
For more information: 
International Relations Program 
Syracuse University 
225 Eggers Hall 
Syracuse, NY 
13244-1090 
Call: (315) 443-2306 
Fax:(315)443-5451 
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Lonnie Klein: holding 
all of BCTV’s eggs 
By Evan Halper 
This past week the cast and crew 
of "Up Late" with host Lonnie Klein 
rave been scurrying around franti¬ 
cally in an effort to get the word out 
about the premiere of their talk 
show. Scheduled to tape before a live 
studio audience this Saturday at 2:00 
?m in Schaeffer Theater, the produc- 
ion promises to be a break from tra- 
On The Tube 
ditional Bates College Television 
Network programming. 
We at The Student were lucky 
enough to get a photo-op with Klein 
last week, hoping to be another 
pawn in the publicity game orches¬ 
trated by the "Up Late" producers. It 
was a terrific autumn day, and at the 
suggestion of the newspaper staff, 
we went down to the newly re¬ 
opened Lewiston-Auburn foot¬ 
bridge to take photos. The photos 
were to be a celebration of new be¬ 
ginnings. The footbridge was to sym¬ 
bolize the rebirth of the twin cities, 
and Lonnie was to be a symbol of the 
newly revitalized BCTV. 
Upon returning to Bates, we 
were all thrilled at how the outing 
went. Some great shots were taken. It 
was not until a few hours later that 
the unfortunate phone call came to 
our office. It seems that the student 
taking the pictures, a BCTV pro¬ 
ducer, had neglected to put film in 
his camera before we left. And that, 
in and of itself, is a symbol of how 
BCTV'S struggle to climb out of the 
bowls of oblivion has been going 
thus far. 
Over the last few years BCTV 
broadcasts have taken on the quali¬ 
ties of an existentialist novel. Pro¬ 
gramming appears to have been con¬ 
demned to the scroll of a semi-accu¬ 
rate calendar of events continuing on 
and on into eternity. If you watch 
long enough, you may be able to 
catch a glimpse of someone playing 
with the controls and see a cursor ap¬ 
pear on the screen against the vacu¬ 
ous black backdrop. 
A renegade group of officers 
hopes to change that image this year. 
Pooling all of their efforts together (or 
"putting all of our eggs into one bas¬ 
ket," as the expert photographer with 
no film puts it), the organization 
hopes to make "Up Late" a cult pro¬ 
gram on campus. Breaking from the 
tradition of pulling out a video cam¬ 
era, pressing record and hoping for 
the best, this attempt at non-scroll 
programming by BCTV involves a 
tremendous amount advance plan¬ 
ning. There are writers, directors and 
producers for whom this show is 
their most important project at Bates 
right now. 
A first-year from the Bronx, Klein 
comes to "Up Late" with no prior ex¬ 
perience as an entertainer. But with a 
dry sense of humor and a sarcasm 
that is unmistakably New York, he 
has great potential to bring a new di¬ 
mension of entertainment to campus. 
To get a glimpse of "Up Late" be¬ 
fore it airs on BCTV this Sunday night 
at 10:00 pm, head down to Schaeffer 
Theater on Saturday afternoon and 
be a part of the show's first studio au¬ 
dience. Anybody is welcome to at¬ 
tend free of charge. Hey, this time it 
may actually the beginning of a new 
age for BCTV, here's your chance to 
be a part of it. 
Hey! Who needs some bridge, when ya got me on T.V.? Barney Beal photo. 
WANTED!!! 
Individuals and Student Organizations tc 
Promote SPRING BREAK ’95. Earn sub¬ 
stantial MONEY and FREE TRIPS. CALL 
INTER-CAMPUS PROGRAMS 
1-800-327-6013 
SPRING BREAK 
Nassau/Paradise Island, Cancun, 
and Jamaica from $299. Air, Hotel, 
Transfers, Parties and More! 
Organize small group - earn FREE 
trip plus commissions! 
Call 1-800-822-0321 
a </> o z < 
s 2 N OH O Q. 
CALL NOW! 783-2200 
10 Wings $3.99 
20 Wings $6.99 
30 Wings $9.99 
40 Wings $12.99 
50 Wings $15.99 
Available in mild, medium, 
hot, or barbecue 
HOURS: MON-THURS 4:30 PM-1 AM 
FRI & SAT 11 AM-2 AM 
SUNDAY 11 AM-1 AM 
MONDAY,TUESDAY, 
WEDNESDAY 
SPECIAL $9.99 
Get 2 Medium Cheese Pizzas 
for only $9.99 
plus tax and deposit. 
EXPIRES 11/21/94 
loupon not valid with any other offer. 
Offer valxl with coupon only. <u 
perbdpatng store; only. Prices .'.iay <«y. 
Customer pays sales tax where applicable. 
Our drivers carry less than $20 00 Cash 
i/20c. ©1994 Domino's Pizza, Inc ^ 
■V 
$2.00 OFF 
ANY 2 ITEM 
OR MORE 
PIZZA 
EXPIRES 11/21/94 
Coupon not valid wtth any other offer. 
Offer valid with coupon only. Valid at 
participating stores only. Pnces may vary. 
Customer pays sales ta* where app‘>cable. 
Our drivers carry less than $20.00 Cash 
value 1/20«.©1994 Dominos Pizza, Inc. 
LATE NIGHT 
SPECIAL 
$6.99 
Get 1 Large One Topping 
Pizza for only $6.99 plus tax 
and deposit. 
Good only 9 pm-close 
EXPIRES 11/21/94 
Coupon not valid wtth any othar offar. [j 
Offer valid with coupon only. Valid al 
participating stores only. Prices may vary. | 
Customer pays sales tax where applicable, h 
Our drivers carry less than $20.00 Cash || 
value 1 /20c. ©1994 Domino's Pizza, Inc. i rzu wi w uo i  ri me - 
STUDENT 
SPECIAL 
Get a Medium Cheese Pizza 
and 2 Cokes® 
or Diet Cokes® 
for only $6.99 
plus tax and deposit. 
EXPIRES 11/21/94 
Coupon not valid wtth any othar offar. 
Offer valid with coupon only. Valid at 
participating stores only. Pnces may vary 
Customer pays sales tax where applicable. 
Our drivers carry less than $20.00. Casu 
value 1/20C. ©1994 Domino's Pizza, Inc. ^^^aiu i ^uc eaivsreu riz me tatlLIJ(ft ^ ^^^aiu lrzuc.eivyeuo nzza i IISmJIIIUJ ^ 
Cellophanes 
Translucent Color Gloss 
If you want a dramatic change 
or just to enhance your 
highlights. 
All natural ingredients for 
shiny, healthy hair 
available at: 
786-3363 
203 College St. 
food - Qrog - (food Times 
Since 1969 
97 Ash Street 
Lewiston, ME 04240 
783-0668 
Music Sat. Nites 
This week - Sacred 
Onion 
playing a variety of 
rock and roll music 
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Student Employment Opportunities: 
Jobs looking for seniors! 
By David Kociemba 
Spend a year of your life travelling around in the world’s largest hot dog. Top internships at this Fortune 500 com¬ 
pany are still available. Charles Kovacs doesn’t have all the best jobs. Photo courtesy Oscar Meyer Foods Corp. 
basically become celebrities for the 
year. Jason Clark, former East Coast 
Hotdogger, said, "Driving a 
Wienermobile was the most chaotic 
and fun year of my life. I loved it!" 
What really sets this internship 
apart from the others is the amount of 
creative freedom the Hotdoggers pos¬ 
sess. "We give the youngest people in 
the company the most responsibility 
and the least supervision," says Pro¬ 
gram Manager Russ Whitacre. So 
much freedom, in fact, that 
Hotdoggers have hauled their buns on 
to the Late Show with David 
Letterman, a Rodney Dangerfield 
movie and have appeared on hun¬ 
dreds of local and national media out¬ 
lets. 
Bryan Zvibleman, former 
Hotdogger, says, "Anytime you can 
walk into an agency at age 23 and 
show them clips you placed in the LA 
Times, Denver Post and Chicago Tri¬ 
bune, they know you have done a 
whole lot more than pour coffee on 
your internship." 
The Wall Street Journal featured a 
front page article on the job stating 
that, "If you cut the mustard you will 
relish this job." Even Jay Leno men¬ 
tioned the job in his monologue: "The 
Oscar Mayer Company is looking for 
12 recent college graduates to drive 
their Wienermobiles. Who says there 
are not good jobs for Liberal Arts ma¬ 
jors?" 
After gaining all of this valuable 
public relations, marketing and sales 
experience, Hotdoggers have gone on 
to some very successful careers. 
Hotdogger Alumni include: television 
anchors and producers, account ex¬ 
ecutives at public relations firms and 
sales representatives for Oscar Mayer 
and parent company Kraft. 
In 1995 Oscar Mayer launches the 
next generation in Wienermobiles. 
The latest in Wiener technology will 
feature televisions, VCR's and a con¬ 
diment control panel. These will truly 
be meaner, leaner, keener wieners.... 
If you are interested in hitting the 
Hot Dog Highway in those brand- 
new Wienermobiles contact Oscar 
Mayer, Wienermobile Department, 
P.O. Box 7188 Madison, WI 53707. 
Every week, press releases cross 
my desk, marked "For Immediate Re¬ 
lease". Ordinarily, I toss them in the 
recycling bin. They are often from 
record companies, announcing new 
albums, or from Maine organizations, 
proclaiming new exhibits, perfor¬ 
mances etc. Sometimes, they're just 
Editor’s Desk 
too funny to pass up. For instance, this 
gem began my year: "Donna Summer 
to Release 'Christmas Spirit'; Greatest 
Hits Package to Follow." Three weeks 
ago, I received information on a Port¬ 
land class taught by a body builder/ 
pianist on how to succeed at both dis¬ 
ciplines. This brilliant release, how¬ 
ever, was too rich not to share: 
Remember that song, "Oh I wish I 
were an Oscar Mayer Wiener"? Now, 
Oscar Mayer is actually looking for 
people who really want to be wieners. 
Each year 12 recent college gradu¬ 
ates get paid to travel all over North 
America. They attend the Super Bowl, 
Mardi Gras and the World Series act¬ 
ing as a goodwill ambassadors for Os¬ 
car Mayer Foods. 
Did I mention that they travel in a 
23-foot-long hot dog on wheels? 
The Hotdoggers, pilots of the 
Wienermobiles, spend a full year trav¬ 
eling across the country making pro¬ 
motional appearances. They are re¬ 
sponsible for coordinating much of 
their fun and hectic schedule. Their 
visits include everything from fairs 
and parades to grocery store grand 
openings. 
The year begins with training at 
Hot Dog High where they learn all 
about Oscar Mayer's history and 
products, planning special events and 
how to maneuver their buns in traffic. 
If they cut the mustard and graduate 
from Hot Dog High they are given 
their wiener keys and they hit the hot 
dog highway. 
A major portion of the job is par¬ 
ticipating in television, newspaper 
and radio interviews. The Hotdoggers 
The 
rateful Earth 
At the Taylor Brook 
Mall off of Minot Ave. in 
Auburn has something 
for the whole family! 
{ative Arts and Crafts, Clothing, 
' jetveCry, Cards, Candies, OiCs, 
Crystal, 'Rain & Rhythm Sticks, 
Drums, Rosters, 'Wad Tapestries, 
Dead & Rhish RootCeg Taping, 
and other unique gifts. 
Reduce, Reuse, Recycle 
Be Grateful to Earth. 
(207) 783-6308 
I With this ad receive 1 free incense! 
500 Main Street, Lewiston, ME 04240 
786-0089 
Tanning available!! 
All Bates Students Always 
15% Off 
Irish Pub 
37 Park Street, 782-6677 
Friday-Let It Roll 
Country Rock, Sombreros 
$2.25 All Nite 
Saturday-Tom Acousti 
6 Week Star Search Winner, 
Miller Lite 16 oz. Drafts 
$1.50 All Nite 
Unibed WUy 
It brings out the best 
in all of us. 
£■1987 UNITED WAY 
i®*n m 
Stop Smoking 
If American Heart Association 
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The spin doctors in love 
By Jeremy Pelofsky 
For all those political junkies out there like me 
who love the behind-the-scenes of political cam¬ 
paigns, the new book by political pundits Ragin' 
Cajun James Carville and Mastermind Mary 
Matalin about their experiences during the 1992 
presidential campaign is the book for you. In spite 
of last week's article regarding the lack of free time 
for pleasure reading, I managed to pick up "All's 
Fail?" for twenty or so minutes before collapsing into 
bed each night. 
Book Review 
For those out there who don't know who Ragin' 
Cajun James Carville and Mastermind Mary 
Matalin are, they are the United State's weirdest 
political couple. He is a staunch liberal Democrat 
political consultant from Carville, Louisiana, who 
led Arkansas Governor Bill Clinton's march to the 
White House and a co-founder of the political con¬ 
sulting firm Carville & Begala. She is a Democrat 
converted to Republican political director of Presi¬ 
dent George Bush's reelection bid and works for the 
Republican National Committee. 
Carville and Matalin battle it out in this histori¬ 
ography of the 1992 presidential campaign between 
President Bush and Governor Clinton. In reality, 
this book is essentially a game of who can spin their 
candidate to look the best to the public and the all- 
important media to win the election. After delving 
into this book, these two must be proclaimed the 
grand champions of spin. 
This book is written in an unusual style of James 
relating a story or incident and Mary responding or 
relating her own version and vice-versa. Initially, 
this method of relating action-reaction sequence of 
events as they unfolded becomes a bit of a distrac¬ 
tion because they constantly snipe at each other 
over the "facts" of the campaign taking away from 
the excitement and thrill of the campaign. But to¬ 
wards the middle of the book, they each begin to tell 
their own accounts of events with an occasional re¬ 
sponse to each other. 
Carville and Matalin begin their 478 page saga 
with the tale of how they met... or rather argued 
over whether to go to a bar frequented by Demo¬ 
crats or one big on the Republican side for their first 
date. No official in either party can understand how 
these two can even stay in the same room with each 
other for longer than five minutes because of their 
political differences. When Carville would show up 
on the television spinning or exploding in front of 
the media, Matalin's campaign friends would laugh 
and poke fun at Carville asking how she could even 
think of dating him. Truly an odd couple. 
After meeting, they both go into how they got 
started in politics. Carville describes the beginning 
of his political career as a consultant going from an 
unsuccessful flunkie who literally ran out of money 
on the streets of Washington, D.C., to running a 
string of successful campaigns. 
After having run several of these winning elec¬ 
tions like Zell Miller's race for governor in Georgia 
and Harris Wofford's upset victory over former At¬ 
torney General Dick Thornburgh in Pennsylvania's 
race to replace the late Senator John Heinz, Carville 
and his new associate Paul Begala begins the 1992 
presidential saga with the tale of being recruited by 
Governor Miller to run Clinton's bid. Carville de¬ 
scribes really feeling momentum with Clinton's am¬ 
bition to win and his desire for change. 
Matalin primarily talks in the beginning about 
how she went to graduate as a liberal flower child 
but she "saw the light" after writing a paper on "Is 
There a Trend Toward Conservatism in the United 
States". She claims that after having locked herself in 
the library researching these topic, "I couldn't find 
one scintilla of evidence that liberal ideas, or the big- 
government programs such thinking spawned, 
worked." 
With this as Carville and Matalin's jumping-off 
point, they each go into their own version of how 
their respective campaigns progressed. 
Matalin immediately expressed a certain frus¬ 
tration with how the Bush campaign seemed so dis¬ 
jointed because the White House staff and the Presi¬ 
dent did not want to stop governing to campaign 
while the Republican Party and campaign staff 
wanted Bush to participate in certain events. 
Carville described how he and the campaign 
War Room, the rapid response and national head¬ 
quarters of the Clinton campaign notably depicted 
in the documentary movie "The War Room", con¬ 
stantly had to deal with the press and the digging up 
of alleged information about Clinton and Gennifer 
Flowers and Clinton's avoidance of the draft into the 
Vietnam War while trying to run the campaign. 
This narrative gets right down to the nitty-gritty 
of the campaigns, especially all the mud-slinging 
that went on during the 1992 election, and for those 
who love detail and listening to both sides spin on a 
particular issue, this is the book for you. 
I will leave it to the reader to explore further into 
the two campaigns by reading this chronicle. "All's 
Fair" is definitely a worthwhile book to pick up for 
those who are as into political campaigns and the 
inner workings of them as I am. 
Arts 
Calendar 
Art exhibit: "Intimate Observations", a group 
show contemporary painters, is on display at 
the Maine College of Art's Photo Gallery in 
Portland. The exhibit is free and open to the 
public through December 11 Tuesday through 
Sunday 11:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m. and Thursdays 
from 11:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m. For additional in¬ 
formation call 207-775-5152. 
Concert and Lecture: 'The Old Ship of Zion: 
African American Gospel Music", a program 
featuring the Western Massachusetts District 
Union Gospel Choir, will perform under the 
direction of David Marshall Jackson, with com¬ 
mentary by Henry Clarence Boyer, professor of 
music at the University of Massachusetts on 
November 11, at 7:30 p.m. in the Bates College 
Chapel. 
Theatrical Production:"The White Plague", di¬ 
rected by Paul Kuritz, will be showing this 
weekend, too. Admission is $4/$2 with perfor¬ 
mances November 11-12 at 8:00 p.m. and No¬ 
vember 13 at 2 p.m. in Schaeffer Theatre. 
Concert: WRBC presents the premiere of 
Groove Tonic, a hip new campus rock band, 
featuring Justin Lander, Corey Manuel Nate 
Orenstein, Jim Theodore and our own Jon 
Wyman '97, at the Ben Mays Center Saturday 
November 12 at 10:00 p.m. $3 gets you beer, alt 
bevs, a chance to win FREE CD's and of course, 
the electric stomp of Groove Tonic. 
Dance: On November 11, an evening of tradi¬ 
tional New England contra and couple danc¬ 
ing, to the Jersey band Tripping Upstairs, will 
be held in Chase Hall Lounge. Tickets $4/$2, 
free to the Bates student 
Crafts Fair: Chase Hall Lounge will play host to 
the display and sale of a colorful variety of 
crafts created by Bates employees and their 
famillies on November 12 from 10:00 a.m. to 
3:00 p.m. 
Concert: The Adroscoggin Community Or¬ 
chestra, conducted by Greg Boardman, on No¬ 
vember 12-13 will perform Prokofiev's "Peter 
and the Wolf', narated by actor Michael 
Bradshaw, as well as works by Wagner, Ives 
and Rimsky-Korsakov. There will be a special 
appearance by the Lewiston-Auburn Youth 
Orchestra at the 8:00 p.m. performance Admis¬ 
sion to the Olin Arts Center Concert Hall is $5/ 
$3. Advance reservations: 783-4422. 
Concert: In their only area appearance this 
year, folk/pop duo Indigo Girls will appear for 
one show December 8, at 8:00 p.m., at 
Portland's Cumberland County Civic Center. 
Call now to either the Civic Center Box Office 
or Ticketmaster. 
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THE PRINCETON REVIEW 
Call today: 800/447-0254 
Courses at Bates Starting Soon!; 
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>*96 COURT ST- ' cmw 5 HOP 
Specializing in Art Deco and Art Nouveau 
objects d'art • Art glass-American and Eu¬ 
ropean • Depression era glass • Pottery- 
Weller, Rockwood, Roseville, etc. • Wide 
array of table, floor, and hanging lamps • 
Kitchen aids, baskets • Clothing and 
accesories from 1890’s-1950's • Wide selec¬ 
tion of jewelry. 
Open seven days a week 
10-5 Mon. thru Sat., 
Noon-5 Sunday 
Open year-round 
207-782-0638 J 
^ AUBURN, MAINE ^ 
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CHEAP FLIGHTS: 
+ Fly standby. 
It’s like camping out for concerts, 
but the people bathe. 
Buy your tickets in August. 
That's when airfares are lowest. 
Consider reserving a vegetarian meal. 
+ Look into courier flights. 
Ask what you’ll be delivering. So you 
don’t end up in a Third World prison. 
Organize a charter. 
Bring your friends. If you have none, 
classmates and relatives will do. 
>$- Get a Citibank Classic card. 
You’ll get discounts off domestic and 
international* flights. 
®Get an ISE International Student I.D. card to qualify for international 
flights and other travel related savings. 
WE RE LOOKING OUT FOR YOU. 
To apply, call I-800-CITIBANK. 
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EC AC’s facilitate postseason relief 
Women's soccer falls in ECAC final, but not before they avenge late season loss to Bowdoin; 
volleyball takes 24-16 record and mental edge into postseason to square off against Amherst. 
By Adam Gammerman 
Though there 
S were many changes in 
the 1994 women's soc¬ 
cer team, including a new head coach, 
the program's winning tradition re¬ 
mained the same. Their 11-5-1 record 
By Lynn Maziarz 
The Bates women's volleyball 
team has finished yet another year of 
successful regular season play with a 
24-16 record. They are currently 
ranked sixth in New England, and 
their success has allowed them to 
Volleyball 
qualify for the postseason ECAC 
championships as the third-seeded 
team out of the eight in the tourna¬ 
ment. 
Although the volleyball squad en¬ 
joyed its usual amount of fanfare dur¬ 
ing its 1994 campaign, this season 
marked a change for the team and 
their coach of ten years, Marsha Graef. 
This year the team played in two new 
tournaments which Graef referred to 
as "very helpful in encouraging a 
higher level of play and competition. 
The new tournament gave the the 
team a chance to play against region¬ 
ally and nationally ranked teams, and 
it gives them an idea about what kind 
of play is expected at the higher lev¬ 
els." 
Greaf provided a good example 
when she said, "The Stonybook tour¬ 
nament (held October 14 and 15) al¬ 
lowed us to play against schools like 
Groucher (ranked highly in the Mid- 
Atlantic region), Mercy College (a Di¬ 
vision II school), and Stonybrook it¬ 
self, perenially an nationally ranked 
team." 
Instead of playing in the Maine 
state tournament, as the team has tra¬ 
ditionally done, the Bobcats played in 
the interegional tournament at East¬ 
ern Connecticut on November 4 and 5. 
This tournament enabled the team to 
play against the best three teams in 
New England and the top three of 
New York. "Of the nine times we've 
been to the Maine state," said Graef, 
"we've won it eight times. I wanted to 
do something new. I want my team to 
play their very best and playing 
poorly against poor competition but 
still winning is not very satisfying. I 
wanted to match my team up against 
the best and see them rise to the chal¬ 
lenge." 
The fact that the team did well in 
the regular season has not distracted 
them from looking towards the 
postseason and specifically the ECAC 
tournament. "For the juniors and se¬ 
niors this will be three straight years 
of postseason play," noted Graef. 
Bates was selected for the ECAC tour¬ 
nament as one of eight teams out of 34 
possible candidates. The criteria for 
Kherine Munzig ‘96 goes up for a spike against the University of New En¬ 
gland as Tasha Hawthorne ‘97 looks on. Barney Beal photo. 
selection consists of an original decla¬ 
ration of interest in the tournament by 
the team, subsequent polling by a 
board of NCAA coaches, and a selec¬ 
tion process. 
In preparation for the ECAC's, se¬ 
nior Kei Murrel said, 'Trisha Shepard 
'95 and I have been trying to pull the 
team together and reinforce the 
younger players by letting them know 
that is is an honor to be accepted to 
this tournament." Both Graed and 
Murrel feel that success at the tourna¬ 
ment will be contingent on concentra¬ 
tion. 
'There will be eight teams at the 
ECAC's, and anyone could rise to the 
occasion," said Graef. "Physically, 
we're all pretty tired at the end of this 
long season, but I think the team is in 
good shape and it will come down to 
mental stamina when the tournament 
begins Friday against Amherst." 
vated and focused." In their 17 games 
this season, this trio of defenseman 
only allowed 14 goals, 
including 9 shutouts. 
Geisel was also im¬ 
pressed with Coach 
Murphy. "The team had 
tremendous respect for 
Coach Murphy. He cer¬ 
tainly did a lot in his first 
season, and will bring 
this program further suc¬ 
cess in the future." 
Next season Bates 
will lose 8 seniors and 7 
starters but coach 
Murphy is not discouraged. "Al¬ 
though there will be a tremendous 
void in our team and the seniors will 
be missed, if the underclassmen work 
in the off season we should continue 
to perpetuate our winning tradition." 
marked the fifth consecutive season 
that the Bobcats have won at least 
games 10 games. Under first year 
head coach Jim Murphy, Bates went to 
the finals of the ECAC championships 
where they lost a 1-0 heartbreaker to 
Wesleyan, the number one seed in the 
tournament. The Bobcat's record is 
even more impressive considering the 
strength of the NESCAC, a league that 
had 8 of the 11 teams participating in 
a post-season tournament, with Will¬ 
iams and Amherst competing in the 
NCAA championships. 
In the Bobcat's quarterfinal game, 
Jen Tiner '96 scored 2 goals and Kim 
Walker '98 added another as Bates de¬ 
feated Babson 3-1. In the semi-finals 
the Bobcat's faced their arch rival 
Bowdoin. Less then a week before 
their semi-final matchup, Bates had 
lost to Bowdoin 3-2 near the end of the 
regular season. From the outset of 
their second meeting, it became ap¬ 
parent that Bates was not going to be 
denied again. Bates controlled the 
game with brilliant passing and solid 
defense as they handed a 2-0 defeat to 
the number two seed in the tourna¬ 
ment. A penalty kick in the 75th 
minute of their final game against 
Wesleyan ended an otherwise suc¬ 
cessful season. Captain Ellen 
Sampson '95 commented on her 
team's postseason play. "After losing 
our last two regular sea¬ 
son games to Colby and 
Bowdoin at the end of 
the regular season, we 
really pulled it together 
for the postseason and 
let teams have it. It was 
good for the whole team 
to avenge our Bowdoin 
loss because it lends a 
sense of closure to the 
entire season. We didn't 
leave any stones uncov¬ 
ered." 
Coach Murphy credited a lot of 
the team's success to the senior tri¬ 
captains, Stephanie Gartska '95, 
Kirsten Geisel '95 and Sampson '95. 
"The tri-captains did a tremendous 
job this year. Throughout the season, 
they kept the team together, moti- 
CORRECTION: The article on Ice Hockey 
which appeared in the November 4 issue of The 
Student was written by Tom Falby ‘96. The edi¬ 
torial staff apologizesfor this regrettable error. 
Can Bobcat hoops dethrone Arkansas? Will the 
swimmers gill it out? A repeat skiing trip to 
powder heaven? All this and more in the winter 
sports preview - The Student, November 15. 
Women’s Soccer 
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Bowdoin shuts door on aspirations 
Bobcats compete with heart but fall victim to perilously shifting momentum 
. ■ ■ , . 
Enrico Herring ‘98 sweeping the Bowdoin defense for a few of his 107 yards 
on the ground. He scored a touchdown in the second halt. Alex Hahn photo. 
back Steve Potamis '91, Herring 
popped around the 
left side for 14 yards 
on second down 
and 13 to keep a key 
drive alive, and 
then delivered a 
key block to spring 
Potamis for a 14- 
yard rumble of his 
own up the middle 
to set up sopho¬ 
more Dan Hooky's 
9-yard touchdown 
strike to diminutive 
wide receiver Matt 
Lincoln '96. With 
the game tied at 7-7, 
the team and the 
Bates crowd were 
energized with 
hopes of success. 
The teams would 
see-saw for the re¬ 
mainder of the quarter. 
Pardy called a quarterback sneak 
Bowdoin 33-14 
Bates Bowdoin 
First Downs..16 21 
Rushes-Yards.43-155 57-238 
Passing Yards.168 202 
Return Yards.49 52 
Passes.13-33-3 12-25-1 
Punts-yds.5-166 4-107 
Fumbles-lost.1-0 5-1 
Penalties-yards.7-63 6-39 
Total Offense.323 440 
INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS 
RUSHING- Ba,Herring 26-107, Potamis 
9-35. Bo, Molinari 18-87, Wysor 17-85. 
PASSING- Ba, Hooley 13-33-3-168 
Bo, Martinez 12-25-1-202. 
RECEIVING- Ba, Peduto 3-35, 
Bowden 3-66, Lincoln 1-9, 
Bo, Dunn 5-70, Teixeira 2-67, 
Brawn 2-26. 
and it was stuffed. 
Bowdoin took 
over on downs 
and Martinez 
threw a 24-yard 
touchdown to 
Tony Teixeira to 
push the Polar 
Bears up 14-7 with 
a scant number of 
seconds remaining 
in the half. While 
it is easy to second- 
guess his decision, 
it was the proper 
one for the situa¬ 
tion and even 
though it didn't 
pan out, Pardy 
showed that he 
was going to do 
everything in his 
power to keep his 
team's momentum and to keep his 
Tim Haarman ‘95 puts the fear of a higher being into Bowdoin. Haarman 
was instrumental in stopping the run. Alex Hahn photo. 
By Jason Schauble_ 
When the Bobcats extended their 
school record losing streak to thirty 
games Saturday at Bowdoin, much of 
the assembled Bates crowd was given 
an opportunity to reflect on the rami¬ 
fications such a loss will have on the 
Football 
program's struggle for identity. This 
33-14 loss, more than any other, sym¬ 
bolized the program's precarious 
growth and undying struggle to free 
itself from the shackles of failure, 
while at the same time showing the 
utter desperation of a team that just 
doesn't know how it feels to win; a 
team that will (after tomorrow's game 
at Hamilton) soon graduate the first 
winless football class in Bates history. 
They came so far in this game, as they 
have these past three years, only to 
wither away with a win and the salva¬ 
tion of the football program in their 
grasp. 
On the first drive of the game, the 
Bobcat defense held Bowdoin on the 
Bates 10-yard line and forced a field 
goal attempt to go awry. On the Polar 
Bears next drive, Bates made a fourth 
down stand on their own five yard 
line, with senior Tim Haarman stuff¬ 
ing Tony Molinari for no gain and es¬ 
tablishing his presence in the middle 
for the remainder of the game. Al¬ 
though Molinari wound up with 87 
rushing yards and two touchdowns, 
he ran sweeps around the line for the 
rest of the day. Haarman's perfor¬ 
mance was a foundation for the other 
players to build upon and it was 
rather appropriate considering he is 
one of the six seniors upon whom this 
program is built. "Tim played solidly 
throughout the game," noted coach 
Rick Pardy. " He was our team's de¬ 
fensive player of the week because he 
took Bowdoin's runs up the middle 
away and made them flare out where 
our defense is more capable of getting 
a good shot at their tailbacks." 
When Bowdoin's Ramon 
Martinez bounded into the endzone 
on an eight yard quarterback keeper 
with 9:30 left in the second quarter, the 
Bates defense had held for about as 
long as it could handle. Linebacker 
Mike Holte '97 (6 tackles, 5 assists in 
the game) and Jon Warren '98 (4 tack¬ 
les, 2 assists and an interception) had 
personally accounted for stopping 
Bowoin's first several drives, but a 
Polar Bear passing attack dazed the 
squad and led to a 0-7 deficit. 
It was time for freshman tailback 
Enrico Herring to go to work. 
In this game, Enrico would rush 
for 107 yards and a touchdown, giving 
him 262 yards on the season, more 
than the entire team rushed for last 
year. Herring would gamer NESCAC 
Rookie of the Week honors with his 
efforts at Bowdoin, and would prove 
why he has been instrumental in the 
development of the Bobcat rushing at¬ 
tack this year. 
He had started off the game 
slowly - a few yards here, a few there - 
but now he was ready to stmt the stuff 
that won him the starting tailback job 
in the third game of the season. Be¬ 
hind the blocking of converted full- 
When Bowdoin punted for the 
third time in the quarter with 1:13 sec¬ 
ond left, Bates took control of the ball 
deep in their own territory and 
wasted two plays before Herring took 
the ball on a slant, cut back up the 
middle and ran for an apparent first 
down. When the dust cleared, how¬ 
ever, the referees had spotted the ball 
some three yards shorter than ex¬ 
pected and Bates had a fourth-and- 
one situation at their own 36-yard 
line. 
player's hopes for a win alive. 
Bates started the second half off 
with one of their best scoring drives 
of the season, culminating in a 16- 
yard gallop by Herring into the 
endzone - the team's first touchdown 
by a running back this season. The 
team stopped Bowdoin cold on their 
first possession of the half. Momen¬ 
tum was shifting again. 
"If I had to look back to find a 
turning point in this game," noted 
Pardy, "It'd definitely be our second 
possession of the second half with the 
score tied at 14. Hooley completed a 
27-yarder to [Jon] Bowden '95, a 25 
yard pass to Chris LeBlanc '98, and we 
had a couple of solid run plays. We got 
down to their 17-yard line and they 
stopped us on fourth-and-1. It was 
frustrating because we came out all 
fired-up and then the drive just didn't 
work out." Bates needed to score on 
this drive, at a time when Bowdoin 
had let up and the score was tied. They 
needed to get the lead and stop play¬ 
ing catch-up. 
Bowdoin stopped the Bobcats cold 
on what may have been their biggest 
drive in years, and then struck back 
quickly with a touchdown of their own 
on a short run by Molinari at the 3:00 
mark of the third quarter. Pardy was 
particularly bitter about this Bowdoin 
drive, emphasizing the lack of calls 
against the Bowdoin offense for bla¬ 
tant holding violations, "One of their 
backs tackled defender Derek [Wemer 
'97] at a key point in the drive and that 
just shouldn't be allowed. We had a 
personal foul called against us, and 
then a Bowdoin player clearly com¬ 
mits a foul and no one wanted to 
whistle him for it." The drive took a lot 
out of the Bobcats and it was a tough 
momentum shift for them, given that 
they gave a tremendous effort on both 
sides of the ball and then got short¬ 
changed in the scoring column. 
"We have a tendency to shoot our¬ 
selves in the foot in a major way, I'll 
admit to that," said Pardy, "But today 
we just made a lot of smaller mistakes 
that cost us the much needed advan¬ 
tage in the second half." There was 
time left after Bowdoin went ahead 21- 
14, but the rest of the Bates posses¬ 
sions ended as follows: punt, intercep¬ 
tion, punt, muffed kickoff recovered 
by Bowdoin after another score, inter¬ 
ception. They weren't able to mount a 
credible comeback effort and wound 
up coming up short. 
This game faded out quickly in the 
fourth quarter once it was apparent 
that the momentum was gone, and the 
team now looks to a weekend home 
contest against Hamilton as their last 
chance to snap their losing streak this 
season. Hamilton is 4-3 on the season, 
and with close wins over powers Trin¬ 
ity and Middlebury, they know how to 
finish off opponents at the end of 
games. They sport the NESCAC's 
leading receiver in Mike Rahmer who 
has 46 catches for 440 yards and four 
touchdowns, and it is this aerial game 
that has enabled Hamilton to keep up 
in shootouts with other teams in the 
league after they posted a 1-7 record 
last season. Hamilton is an experi¬ 
enced team, and it will take an incred¬ 
ible effort and a little luck to topple 
them in the final game of the season, 
especially when you consider how 
they beat us to end last season when 
both teams were 0-7. 
"Our solid improvement can't be 
faulted at this point, and we just have 
to keep growing at a consistent rate for 
the last week of this season and in the 
offseason," said Pardy, "Our offensive 
line has improved and our rushing 
game has had a lift as a result. We are 
just able to do more things this year 
than we did last season, and I am 
proud of this progress." 
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Turkish runner embraces American opportunities 
Rana Ozbal ‘97 hopes to extend U.S. track influence into home country 
By Jason Schauble_ 
In sixth grade in her home coun¬ 
try of Turkey, Rana Ozbal '97 started 
running club races. The daughter of a 
Turkish archeo-metallurgist and an 
American teacher who met through a 
student exchange program in Europe 
and went to graduate school together 
Sports Feature 
at Villanova in the sixties, Ozbal was 
encouraged by her parents to follow 
her dreams to the United States. Since 
she was eight years old she spent her 
summers here at a camp in Vermont, 
only to return each year to Istanbul to 
go to school. She speaks two lan¬ 
guages and has a stake in two differ¬ 
ent cultures, and at some point in her 
life she would like to bring these cul¬ 
tures together with ideas she has gar¬ 
nered from her athletic experiences. 
"There are so many American in¬ 
fluences on the running world that we 
don't have in Turkey," she com¬ 
mented. "Our clubs are so small and 
women don't really have that much 
representation in the sport.” Rana 
points out the larger team sizes in 
America and the competitive atmo¬ 
sphere are just a few of the impressive 
features of the collegiate running 
world. "Everyone is really good - even 
in Division III - and I have to work 
hard to compete." 
Ozbal is one of a handful of inter¬ 
national students currently competing 
at the varsity level at Bates, and her 
coach for all three track seasons has 
been Carolyn Court. Rana is demon¬ 
strative of a strong corps of under¬ 
classmen on the cross-country squad 
this season, and although her perfor¬ 
mance has been hampered by injuries, 
she has placed as high as ninth on the 
team early on in the season before she 
started experiencing lower calf prob¬ 
lems. She runs the 3.1 mile cross-coun¬ 
try course in 22 minutes now, and 
Court projects that she will be able to 
shave off at least a minute by her se¬ 
nior year, placing her in as one of the 
team's top competitors in the years to 
come. "Cross-country is Rana's stron¬ 
gest event and she has physically im¬ 
proved from last year's season of tran¬ 
sition to the American collegiate run¬ 
ning world. Last year she placed be¬ 
tween 12-15th on the team each meet 
and I hope each year she moves up a 
few spots." 
When Rana began running in 
sixth grade, she joined the Enka club 
team in Turkey and by the time she 
was a sophomore in secondary school 
she was running for the Bogazici Uni¬ 
versity team. In this year she also won 
the Instanbul City Championship race 
in the women's division and started 
seriously thinking about going to col¬ 
lege in the United States. 
"I was going to camp every sum¬ 
mer and the year before I had to go to 
college I was a counselor. I got to see a 
lot of schools on the weekends and I 
realized that I wanted to go to a school 
in the United States, particularly in 
New England. In Turkey you pretty 
much have to decide what you want to 
do before you go to school because you 
have to apply to a specific department 
and take certain tests. I like the choices 
offered by an American liberal arts 
school like Bates and I like how it's so 
small," Rana said. She seems to have 
found an interest in art history and 
archaelogy and would like to dis¬ 
cover more about other cultures, 
given that she already has experi¬ 
ences balancing her own. 
Ozbal corresponded with coach 
Court before she applied to Bates and 
Bates wound up being the only school 
she applied to. She got in early and 
spent her first year adjusting to full¬ 
time American life. Her hardest ad¬ 
justments were to the slang usage 
(she mentioned that American TV 
was the hardest to pick up on because 
most of the jokes were founded on 
slang), the weather in Maine (winter 
in Turkey apparently consists of two 
days of snow), and the conversion 
from the metric system of distance to 
the English system. "She was used to 
running kilometers and it took a 
while for her to get a used to the 3.1 
mile cross-country course," said 
Court. 
Contrary to what one might ex¬ 
pect from a native of Turkey, Rana 
speaks excellent English - a skill that 
she attributes to several elements of 
her upbringing. First, her American 
mother and British neighbors in Tur¬ 
key spoke to her constantly in English 
while she learned Turkish from her 
father and everyone else. "It was adult 
English, though. When I went to camp 
when I was young I talked like a 40- 
year old," she said. So her fellow 
campers filled in the gaps in her lan¬ 
guage each summer and her grand¬ 
parents in Pennsylvania also contrib¬ 
uted to her language upbringing. 
Rana is well-respected by her 
peers, and they often revel in her opti¬ 
mistic attitude and fresh approach to 
life in America. "Rana is very upbeat 
and optimistic and she has an admi¬ 
rable work ethic. I see her being a solid 
runner over the next few years once 
she gets overcomes her lower calf 
problems," said cross-country captain 
Sarah White '95. 
When she recovers from her in¬ 
jury she will rejoin the team for the 
winter track season. In the meantime, 
Ozbal cross-trains in the pool in 
Merrill and will start her running rou¬ 
tine slowly when she returns to Tur¬ 
key over Bates's three-week hiatus be¬ 
tween semesters. 
Is it a big adjustment for Turkish 
students to American college life? 
"I’ve adjusted pretty well and I have 
other friends from Turkey that also go 
to school in the United States who 
have had great experiences. My older 
brother went to Bowdoin and he is 
currently at MIT furthering his educa¬ 
tion because he has liked school here 
so much.. About 20% of my high 
school goes to college in America." 
Since those club races in sixth 
grade, Rana has come a long way in 
the world of women's track and in the 
world of international opportunity. 
She has an advantage over most inter¬ 
national students in that she has the 
athletic talent necessary to take her 
where she wants to go, and while she 
sees herself down the road as working 
to discover more about ancient cul¬ 
tures, she will not forget where she 
came from or her goal of giving back 
to Turkey some of the athletic identity 
she cultivated there. "I would like to 
fufill a dream of coaching track in Tur¬ 
key and furthering the sport. It would 
be a way of helping other Turkish 
women realize their athletic dreams," 
noted Rana. 
(MISTER (BAGEL 
Serving Breakfast until 1:00 pm 
Open Seven days a week. 
Hours 
Monday - Friday 
6-3 pm 
Saturday 6 - 2 pm 
Sunday 7 - 1 pm 
336 CENTER STREET, AUBURN 
PHONE 777-7007 
EAT IN 
OR 
TAKE OUT 
63 Sabattus St. Lewiston, Me 04240 
782-0701 or 782-9301 
Open 7 days a week 
Sunday through Thursday Unt'l 12:00 a.m. 
Friday and Saturday Until 1:00 a.m. 
For delivery call Dine Home Deliveries at 783-5700 
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Frisbee swept in home tourney; 
garner experience for spring 
By Tom Falby 
The disc flies through the unsea¬ 
sonably warm November air as op¬ 
posing teams run and dive to catch it. 
The inaugural ultimate frisbee tourna¬ 
ment hosted by the Bates Crack Babies 
was held last Saturday. It initially was 
to be a tournament of monstrous pro- 
Ultimate Frisby 
portions. It was to take both soccer 
fields and the football field. Teams 
like Bowdoin, Williams, 
Colby, Middlebury, 
UVM, and other NESCAC 
schools were to be in at¬ 
tendance. Alas the Big 
Green of Dartmouth 
spoiled the event by host¬ 
ing another tournament 
and the Bates tournament 
only drew two other 
teams — University of 
Maine and Red Tide from 
Portland. "It was laid 
back and we had a good 
time, although we didn't play that 
well," said club president Peter Kim 
'95. 
The Cracks lost both of their 
games by substantial margins to the 
more experienced and taller teams. 
Their first game pitted them against 
Maine who wound up simply out- 
jumping the Babies. The Babies 
couldn't get their offense producing as 
they were shut down from the minute 
they gained possession of the disc. 
They had trouble keeping up with the 
faster Maine offense which continu¬ 
ally burned them with the long 
throws. The Cracks became frustrated 
at many points and played angry ulti¬ 
mate instead of smart ultimate. 
The second game matched the Ba¬ 
bies against the slow and substantially 
enebriated Red Tide Men's club. The 
Tide stuck with a zone defense be¬ 
cause of their lack of speed, but they 
would then lay it on the line with long 
precise throws to their taller players in 
the end zone. 
Despite the initial losses the 
Cracks suffered, their spirits weren't 
dampened and neither was their love 
of the game. The tournament started 
at 11:30 and the Babies and company 
were still playing hard at 4:30 in the 
afternoon. "Fall is to get people inter¬ 
ested and teach them 
how to play," said Kim. 
"We really play more in 
the spring and travel 
farther away." The 
Cracks were partici¬ 
pants in three tourna¬ 
ments this past fall. The 
Clambake, hosted by 
the Red Tide, was 
played at Bowdoin. It 
was a two day tourna¬ 
ment consisting of com¬ 
petition among 30 
teams. The other tournament was a 
sectional one featuring the best from 
the surrounding states - New Hamp¬ 
shire, Massachusetts, Vermont, and 
Maine. The cracks didn't see success 
in either of these endeavors. "We're a 
young team and we should improve 
over the winter," said Kim after he 
pointed out that the year round prac¬ 
tices are in the Grey Cage. 
This year was the first year that 
the athletic department granted the 
Cracks club status. They have a bud¬ 
get of $150 and are looking to get more 
substantial funding for their ever in¬ 
creasing expenses. 
“It was laid back 
and we had a 
goodtime, 
although we 
didn't play that 
well.” 
-Peter Kim ‘95 
THE MOST 
FUN 
YOU’LL GET 
OUT OF 
THEDMV. 
MOTORCYCLE OPERATOR LICENSE 
j Howard G. Nichols 
| 8381 Center Ave. 
I Hometown 27670 
| Zl'sW/'r&r 
1 ANY STATE, USA 
Unlicensed riders are over-repre¬ 
sented in fatal crashes. So get to 
the DMV. Because having a motor¬ 
cycle operator license is toy 
something you can live with.Vff/ 
MOTORCYCLE SAFETY FOUNDATIONS 
United Way 
It brings out the best 
inallofusl 
“YVliat I Really 
Want to Do is 
Teach” 
You’re considering a career in corporate America. 
You’ve heard that venture capitalists make good 
money. Your parents would love to see you in law 
school. But what you really want to do is teach. At 
Simmons College we will help you become a teacher 
1 today and a leader in the profession tomorrow. 
The Master of Arts in Teaching Program j 
; ♦ allows you to earn a masters degree and 
prepares you for provisional and standard j 
certification in 14 months 
♦ offers year-long internships in one of several 
Greater Boston communities ] 
♦ provides a scholarship to degree candidates 
during student teaching equal to nearly one- 
third the cost of the program 
♦ offers courses of study leading to elementary. : 
middle, and high school certification 
♦ offers rolling admission 
SIMMONS COLLEGE 
Call or write today for information about this or our 
graduate programs in teaching Special Needs or teaching 
English as a Second Language 
(617) 521-2910 , 
Simmons College, Office of Graduate Studies Admissions - A 
300 The Fenway, Boston, MA 02115-5898 
72 lifts 
443 trails 
Wherever your school is located 
you’re probably less than 90 minutes 
from all the excitement of the best 
snow resorts in the east - challenging 
steeps, bumps you won’t believe, half¬ 
pipe thrills and action that doesn’t 
stop when the sun goes down. Now 
you can get all this for just $27 a day 
- a 40% savings over the daily price! 
Just purchase the Extra Credit Card 
for $30, then get a one-day or 
multi-day ski pass at Killington, 
Mount Snow, Sugarloaf or 
Waterville Valley* for just $27 a day.** 
If you’ve never skied or snowboarded, 
and have always wanted to learn, get 
a complete package (lower mountain 
lift ticket, lesson, and equipment) 
for the same $27 a day. 
Q^illington 
Mount! 
Jliksugarioaf/usa 
Q Waterville Valley 
V\fe won 
May time te jfrted. 
t waste either one. 
Don’t waste another minute, call 
10 mountains 1.800.9.SKIERS (1.800.975.4377) to 
order your extra credit card today! 
5 halfpipes 
4 snowboard parks 
186 miles of terrain 
’Whether the Extra Credit Card is honored at Watervi ;e Valley this season is 
conditional on Waterville Valley becoming ; S»K»l-owned ski area. 
•’Some restrictions apply. Must be a fi'l-time college student. 
-4T 
4 
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“What’s your best pick-up line?” 
“Do you have any Irish in 
you? Would you like some?” 
—Josh Hill ’98 
“What squints and.like a 
tiger?” 
—Faye Holmes ’95 & 
Sarah White ’95 
“Many girls have caught my 
eye, but you caught them 
both.” 
—Ben Tassinari ’98 
“Your father must be a juicer 
because you're very fine.” 
—Sara O’Mara ’98 
We Deliver 
Kegs Free 
of Charge 
We have the lowest 
prices on kegs 
around!! 
Deliveries also on 
weekends!! 
This Weeks Specials 
Michelob 6 pk. Bottles 
$3.79 plus tax and deposit 
Milwaukee’s Best Suitcases 
$7.99 a case plus tax and deposit 
Great selection of imported beers 
and fine wines. 
Bring In Your Retumables & Get 10% Extra 
794 Sabattus Street, Lewiston 783-6353 
GARLOAF/USA 
M/95 COLLEGE 
SEASON PASS 
DECEMBER 1ST. 1994 runtime student season pass price If purchased on campus by 12/1/94 
FREE EXTRA CREDIT CARD! 
Get an all day lift ticket* for only 
\ $27atKilliington, Waterville Valley 
or Mount Snow/Haystack! 
CONTACT: 
DAVID KIRK -- 
777-6754 sugarleatfusa 
snowplace of th« east 
;i»y»ivilyiw• ivayi 
»!«!< »??« »!? i *■♦%#!*%•■♦% *!•?« r*2* • »!•?• »!•%•!♦?« »!?!< 
H 
m 
Pre-holiday savings (20% off all clothing) 
asmine 
...unique clothing, jewelry, tapestries, cards, 
candles, incense & oils, backpacks, & more. 
>«• 
M 
W 
¥■ 
m 
Marketplace Mall 675 Main St., Lewiston, ME 04240 786-2468 
